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Abstract

Keywords: Temporal information extraction, electronic medical records, clinical

narratives, conditional Random fields, semi-supervised learning, Naive Bayes classi-

fier.

The Electronic Medical Records (EMRs), is a digital version of patient med-

ical history written and stored by medical professionals at the hospital. It has many

components such clinical narratives, radiology reports, laboratory results and etc.

Among these components, text data describing medical observation of patients by

doctor’s and nurse’s known as clinical narratives and it covers the most significant

information about patient health status. EMR clinical narratives consists with large

unstructured data become promising resources to support advancement and enhance-

ment of clinical studies as it obtained by doctor’s and nurse’s with their medical

expertise and observing on each individual patient for one medical practice during

treatment activities. One perspective of the exploiting the potential clinical narratives

in EMRs is clinical decision support systems, can vary in the areas include prognosis,

disease monitoring, adverse drug effects and drug development, etc.

In spite of having many advantages, EMR clinical narratives remain with

many challenges for exploitation. One major problem is structured representation of

longitudinal clinical narrative of patients for further utilization in medical care. As

all the significant medical information of patient’s have noted with the notion of time,
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temporal reasoning plays a key role in structured representation. Temporal reasoning

is a fundamental, yet vital skill that requires the understanding of natural language

text. Therefore temporal reasoning is key task for temporal information extraction.

Temporal information in clinical text perform the crucial role in interpretation of

the patient clinical information such as progress of disease, frequencies of medication

information, to detect treatment pattern and adverse drug events.

The dissertation studies for basic steps on reconstructing clinical narratives

to structured representation. In other words, the thesis studies to propose meth-

ods that most appropriately extract temporal information from clinical narratives

by utilizing annotated and unannotated data. To this end, the thesis systematically

approaches the three fundamental problems: extraction of implicit and explicit tem-

poral expressions, extraction of temporal events by using annotated data along with

the support of unannotated data and detection of temporal relation and classification.

Our main targets are to seek provably stable and reliable models that can effectively

extracts information from clinical narratives.

The first contribution comes from temporal expression extraction. A novel

feature set has been proposed to address the problem of temporal expressions ex-

traction. Our proposed framework has following key theoretical properties: (1) new

proposed feature set is obtained from raw clinical text and (2) adopted HeidelTime

features that are appropriate for temporal expressions extraction from clinical narra-

tives. Existing methods are either having the advantage of HeidelTime or developing

rules/ machine learning models, but not the integrated components of both. Those

properties helps to extract temporal expressions effectively.

The second contribution is stemming from temporal event extraction from

clinical narratives. The introduction of a novel semi-supervised framework to exploit

abundant unannotated data for extracting temporal events from clinical narratives.
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To best of our knowledge and survey from literature, this work is the first to propose

semi-supervised method for extracting temporal event from clinical text. This ap-

proach innovated the novel idea of gradually extending the training corpus by adding

annotated data obtaining from unannotated clinical narratives. When working with

very high dimensional medical data, our proposed method effectively extracts tem-

poral events. The main result of this study is a novel semi-supervised method that

can reach state-of-art performance with stable improvement than existing methods.

The third contribution is from temporal relation identification and classifi-

cation. We formulated a new assumption on generating and identifying the potential

candidate pairs from list of temporal events or expressions that can appropriately

relate events/expressions in clinical narratives based on their attributes. Moreover,

to address the problem of temporal relation detection, we exploited Naive Bayesian

Classifier to detect the temporal relationship among the identified pair’s. The effective

candidate pair’s generation helps to improve the relation classification performance.

In conclusion, our proposed method with novel feature sets can effectively

extract temporal expression in clinical narratives. A proposed novel semi-supervised

framework for temporal events extraction successfully utilized unannotated clinical

narratives along with annotated data and enhanced event extraction performance.

In case of temporal relation detection, novel assumption for candidate generation

pairs along with adopted dependency parsing approach can improve the quality of

candidate pairs and consequently temporal relation classification with Naive Bayesian

classification. Finally, this study accomplishes our objectives prosperously as stated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter first introduces the temporal information extraction, Electronic Medi-

cal Records (EMRs) and clinical narratives. Then the various representation of text

data are presented. The next part provides a concise view of our research problem,

objectives and major contributions. Last part have shown structure of this thesis.

1.1 Introduction to temporal information extrac-

tion

Automatic recognition and extraction of information from natural language text has

become an active area of research in computational linguistics. Especially Temporal

Information Extraction (TIE) has transformed vital area for researchers from the in-

troduction of TimeML corpus [1]. Understanding the temporal information from text

is unavoidable for several natural language processing applications such as Informa-

tion retrieval, Question answering, Temporal intent classification, Query processing

and various text mining tasks. To accomplish the goal of temporal information ex-

traction tasks from text, it is important to develop strong annotation standards and
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corpora for temporal information [2], where the large corpora is available for newswire

text1. A numerous number of works has been established in TIE systems based on

these available corpora [3], [4], [5].

1.1.1 Temporal information extraction from newswire text

Temporal information extraction task initially started with temporal representation

in early 1980’s. The interval-based algebra has been proposed for representing these

temporal information in natural language [6]. Most importantly these temporal rep-

resentation demanded creation of annotated corpora to advance the Natural Lan-

guage Processing (NLP) for general text which includes Named Entity Recognition

(NER) and temporal information extraction, etc., These advancement along with the

Message Understanding Conferences (MUC-6, MUC-7) initiated and introduced the

extraction of absolute and relative time informations. This primitive work paves the

significant path for temporal information extraction from general text and added the

valuable contributions.

In early 2000’s rapid development of temporal reasoning and temporal infor-

mation extraction (TIE) methods accelerated with the creation of TimeBank corpus

for general newswire text [1], [7]. TimeBank corpus annotated a temporal reasoning

elements by using TimeML specifications and guidelines2. This corpora have three

types of temporal information: temporal expressions, events and temporal relations.

It is a typical and most popular corpus for temporal reasoning and relation learning

in the natural language text.

To advance the temporal information extraction research works in general

domain, series of TempEval Challenge proposed and added the significant contribu-

1http://timeml.org/
2https : //catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/docs/LDC2006T08/timemlannguide1.2.1.pdf
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tions. The state-of-art contributions for temporal information extraction in newswire

text from various research groups are summarized 3. Later in 2000’s the availabil-

ity of massive quantity of clinical text from Electronic Med- ical Records (EMRs)

has created significant demand for clinical text processing and temporal information

extraction in the field of health care and medical research.

1.1.2 Temporal information extraction from clinical text

In recent days, the interest of temporal information extraction from domain-specific

clinical text has received great attention due to richness of temporality in clinical

text, significance of temporal information exploitation in medical care and availability

of clinical text. Medical doctors and nurse notes their diagnosis about the patient

symptoms, disease, disease progress, occurrence and treatments details in the form

on unstructured clinical text with implicit temporal information. The produced huge

collection of clinical text from EMRs provides a vast but still underutilized rich source

of patient medical information in the real world. Exploiting clinical text in EMR is

very challenging due to implicit expression of temporal information, heterogeneity

nature, lack of structure and writing quality [8], [9]. Clinical text is special kind

of text, rich in temporality and ambiguous in nature compared to general newswire

text. Natural Language Processing (NLP) and machine learning perform a significant

role in converting unstructured clinical text into structured representation which is

inevitable. This structured illustration of text is easily accessible and understandable

by machines.

Many researchers worked on various topics of temporal representation and

reasoning with clincal data [10], [11], [12] [13]. A few researches in NLP over clinical

text have been opened to address different exploitation strategies of extracted tempo-

3https : //aclweb.org/aclwiki/TemporalInformationExtraction(Stateoftheart)
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ral information in medical care and research (develop applications by using temporal

informations) [14], [15], [16]. Some of the applications, such as clinical decision sup-

port systems are exploiting temporal information [16].

To accelerate the temporal information extraction research works in clinical

domain, I2B24 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside) challenge [17],

[18] provided an annotated corpora on temporal relations in the year 2012. The I2B2

workshop was the first pioneer along the collaboration of Mayo-Clinic generated the

set of annotated and unannotated, deidentified patient discharge summaries for pub-

licly available clinical dataset for research, which was the biggest barrier for NLP in

clinical data [19]. This process made the preprocessed dataset available to interested

research groups and submit their research findings and contributions in the I2B2-NLP

challenge. Further they extended the dataset and challenges for interested researchers

such as Obesity Challenge, Medication Challenge, Relations Challenge, Coreference

Challenge, temporal Relations Challenge, and De-identification and Heart Disease

Risk Factors Challenge. Consequently various research groups such as SemEval 2015

[20] and SemEval 2016 [21] contributed an annotated corpora on temporal relations

and entities to develop the temporal information extraction methods. Bethard et al.

adopted the temporal annotation guidelines from ISO-TimeML [22] and developed

domain specific guidelines for the clinical domain, which is called THYME-Guidelines

to ISO-TimeML (THYME-TimeML)5, where THYME stands for Temporal Histories

of Your Medical Events.

On the other hand, following with I2B2, ShARe CLEF 2013/2014 eHealth

challenges from Physionet, Clinical TempEval 2015 [20] and Clincial TempEval 2016

[21] also provided annotated data for temporal information from clinical text. In

japan, NII Testbeds and Community for Information access Research (NTCIR-MedNLP)

4https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/TemporalRelations/
5http://clear.colorado.edu/compsem/documents/THYME guidelines.pdf

4



provided the text for various topics of medical data exploitation [23], [24]. With avail-

able of all these resources, much effort has been done to develop different methods to

extract temporal information from clinical narratives [17], [18].

1.2 Introduction to electronic medical records

The use of information and communication technologies is fundamental to accessing

and helping health problems and challenges faced by patients. One of such recent

emerged technology in health care is Electronic Medical Records (EMRs). EMR

includes both hardware and software solutions and services, electronic devices such

as mobile phones and applications, text messages, and clinic or remote monitoring

sensors to note about the observation of patients.

Over the past decade, the implementation of Electronic Medical Records

(EMRs) in hospitals has made the job easier for doctors to store and manage the

patient medical history in one place. EMRs are digital version of paper documents

that contains the clinical observation of a patient described by doctors and nurses.

This evolution of EMRs has brought an abundant amount of digitalized longitudinal

patient clinical records, which is considered one of the valuable asset affecting the

success and progress of medical care and patient treatments in health care [8]. EMRs

contains various informations such as clinical text, test reports, digitized images, X-

Ray, and etc., among these information, the clinical text in EMRs are believed to

be rich resource for major advancement to provide better treatment for patients in

hospitals. Figure 1.1 shows an example of clinical observation of a patient in EMR

noted by various departments. Especially, EMR contains the longitudinal information

that describes about symptoms, disease, treatment and medication of an individual

patient. Basically, this information composed of five main data components, which is

explained below.

5



Figure 1.1: Electronic Medical Records: An Example
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1. Demographic Information (or) Patient personal information such as patient

name, gender, martial status and etc.

2. Physiological measurement (or) body function measurements. This includes

two types of data

(a) Numerical measurements such as body temperature and blood pressure

(b) Signal measurements such as pulse rate, respiration rate and etc.

3. Laboratory test results such as blood test, urine analysis, etc.

4. Radiology images such as X-Ray, CT-Scan and MRI-Scan reports etc.

5. Clinical notes observed and noted by doctors and nurse which is known as

clinical narratives

Although the development of EMRs has already provided an refined solution

for efficient storage and data management, it just only reflects the primary usage

which is data saving. The stored data from EMRs open new opportunities to support

clinical studies for enhancing patient treatment methods and health care innovation.

However, the exploitation is still in its infancy stage due to characteristics of clinical

text in EMR.

1.2.1 Clinical narratives

Clinical narratives (or) clinical text in EMRs is a special kind of text that contains a

lot of medical knowledge. This clinical narratives in EMR almost comes from notes of

nurse and narratives of doctor daily assessments during their patient treatment. This

clinical text is written in unstructured format using natural language which is con-

sists of abbreviations, short forms and poor writing quality[]. One of the perspectives

in clinical text exploitation is to analyze and evaluate patient health status through

7



symptoms, disease, treat offered and conditions observed by a doctor analysis view

which are collected and noted in the clinical text during the course of patient admis-

sion at hospital. Clinical text analysis demands to develop domain dependent natural

language processing techniques to process due to several special characteristic of such

text. Figure 1.2 shows clinical observation of a patient noted in EMR by doctor and

nurse.

EMR data exploitation, especially clinical text exploitation is important to

reduce medical errors through improving the patient treatment patterns. Clinical text

is a large, rich and esteemed resource that contains information of patient’s symp-

toms, disease, treatment observations known as phenotype informations. Doctors

and nurses who have medical knowledge and experience in patient treatment note

this clinical narratives. Therefore, credibility of the information in clinical narratives

appeared EMR is more abundant and believable as well. Thus, these clinical nar-

ratives serve greatly promising resources to improve the patient health status and

reduce cost through the effective treatments.

Discharge summary

Generally, discharge summary contains all the details such as patient previous his-

tory, current problems, medications used when he stayed at the hospital, what are

the medications should be continued after discharging from the hospital and etc. But

these details are written in concise (not explanatory) in contrast to the doctor daily

notes and nurse narratives. Hence the step-by-step improvement of treatment effects

and the disease progressions will not explained in detail as shown in figure 1.2. The

content of a patient discharge summary is usually consist of multiple sections that

describe the patient history of illness, chief complaint, social and family history, hos-

pital course, allergies, and plan after discharge. Moreover the discharge summaries

8



Figure 1.2: A clinical narrative from EMR

tend to be little bit structured narratives with mostly complete sentences, rich in

medical terminologies and multiple temporal expressions.

Doctor notes and nurse narratives

Diagnosis of patients in digital medicine by doctor’s based on detection of physio-

logical positions and monitoring is the most important event. These positional and

monitoring information sometimes gathered with the help of sensor or sensory device.

9



One of the key features of these sensor device is that patients can wear any part of the

body and it regularly monitors the physiology of the organs in that area. Doctor’s

analyze the collected information and describes the health status as clinical narratives

from their medical knowledge and experience. Moreover patients are treated based

on collected and compiled information. For example electrolytes (or) sensors are used

to monitor the health status of patients who are in the tumor or intensive care unit.

Doctor’s summarize the current status and decide the right treatment procedure for

patient’s from recorded electronic signals.

In other hand, It is the nurses who regularly care for the prescriptions given

by the doctors and take care of their patients at the right time intervals. A nurse

observes the intensive care unit patient with a intermittent (occurring at random

or scheduled intervals of time) or constant time interval and write their observed

information in EMR, which is called nurse narratives.

Doctor’s noted and nurse narratives contains the text rich in temporal infor-

mation yet to exploit in medical care for diagnose a disease, predict drug side effects

and etc. Nurse will note down all the events like improvements of the treatments and

progression of disease effects in constant time interval. Hence it has more valuable

and significant temporal information, which is related to development of disease and

symptoms. More importantly nurse will note down the treatment effect in patients,

what kind of effect the patient has after using the particular drug. Detecting these

information is unavoidable to exploit the EMR data in various medical care research

and very useful for medical professionals to provide the treatment to the patients.

Also disease progressions and treatment improvement details will help to predict the

adverse drug reactions and post market surveillances. Since the drug are perfected

based on the clinical trials.

At the same time, doctors conclude their diagnosis from their own obser-

10



vation, analysis from various tests and test reports, finally provide the appropriate

treatment (prescribe medications and necessary test). Hence the clinical narrative

contains the both frequent observation of nurse narrative and deepest analysis of

doctor notes.

1.2.2 Opportunities and challenges

The opportunities and challenges on exploiting EMR clinical narratives are diverse.

Some of the significant opportunists are described in below.

Opportunities

Clinical narratives in EMRs stored as a longitudinal observation of each patients that

contains all medical details and treatment informations. The clinical narrative is con-

sidering as a promising sources that can help health providers as well as medical care

researchers to understand more about nature of diseases, medical treatment effects

and other significant insights to support health care development and innovation.

In one perspective of exploiting clinical narratives for the purpose on treat-

ment improvements of patients. The key opportunity of utilizing the clinical nar-

ratives from EMRs is to analyses the effectiveness of treatment effect and discover

drug side effects. Moreover this reliable clinical narratives has the potential infor-

mations that helps to discover the new usage indication of existing drugs or drug

repositioning [25].

Another important opportunity of exploiting clinical narratives from EMRs

is sentiment analysis and opinion mining. To answer the following questions “What is

the patinet health status now? or How effective of an ongoing treatment? ”, sentiment

analysis is important for the clinical domain.
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Sentiment analysis in clinical narratives has the purposes to support the as-

sessment of patient status as well as assessment of treatment activities and courses.

Thus, sentiment analysis play the rules in identify whether the treatment gives nega-

tive effect, positive effect, neutral outcomes or determine if patient status is improved

or worsen or neutral conditions [26]. Sentiment analysis task is also remained with

key challenges because of sudden sentiment shifter expressions. As mentioned in [27]

clinical narratives contains plenty of negation statements such as “The patient did

not report back pain”, or “No evidence of edema or erythema”, uncertain statements,

example that “She is not sure if she really ready for chemotheraphy at this time ”,

etc. Thus natural language processing techniques found difficulty in analyzing these

kind of sentiment expressions in clinical narratives.

One another significant chance of utilizing the clinical narratives from EMRs

in temporal reasoning and temporal information extraction. The clinical narratives

embedded with critical, precise and massive amount of temporal information de-

scribed by doctors and nurses. Also it has a potential time orientation in through out

the description. Moreover, this temporal information is crucial for constructing the

patient similarity based on relation-based information from the medical database. In

the work of [28] have developed a time-sensitive cancer tissue information retrieval

system that helps to construct and answer user questions. Yet, the developed system

is totally based on structured data (i.e.) the data consist of time-related informa-

tion to determine the relation between the records. The usage of unstructured data

with temporal information for temporal retrieval system is yet to considered in future

research.
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Applications of temporal reasoning in medicine

Temporal reasoning helps to nurture a wide range of NLP applications in medicine.

For example, information extraction, question answering and information retrieval

most widely developed tasks based on temporal reasoning. Basically, information

extraction denotes task of identifying crucial information in natural language text,

whereas question answering aims to respond of humans questions with appropriate

answer. In case of information retrieval searches for similar patient record from stored

electronic medical records in database. We will discuss each applications in detail

below.

1. Medical information extraction

As previously mentioned, EMRs contain massive amount of valuable informa-

tions in the form of unstructured clinical narratives which is distinct from gen-

eral standard literature. Natural language processing technologies has been de-

veloped to extract key information from such clinical narratives such as Named

Entity Recognition (NER) [29], medication information extraction [12], [30],

relation extraction [31]. As all the information in clinical narratives have tem-

poral boundaries, temporal reasoning emerged one of most challenging task for

extraction of temporal information.

2. Clinical question answering

• How the patient should be treated now?

• what is the best medicine to cure migraines?

• What does the patient experience after taking Naproxen ?

Most of the questions have the temporal dimension. To answer such above

questions, clinical information retrieval systems allow physician to quickly lo-

cate similar patient records that are specific to their information need from the
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available rich resources of clinical narratives in EMRs. The time-oriented in-

formation retrieval system demands new approaches to query and select most

similar records for delivering higher quality care with short span of time and

reduced cost. Various study has been conducted to meet the need of clinical

query answering [32], [33]. Trivedi et al., have developed a visualization tool

with various components that helps to analyze the clinical records for domain

experts and end users [34]. Also this tool allows to send the feedback if the

correction is necessary for analyzed data.

3. Temporal information retrieval

Information retrieval is a task of searching a relevant record from a collection

of available documents. Traditional information retrieval used a group of key

words to search relevant records, but it do not use time or temporal relation

information. In recent times, temporal information based search has emerged

one way of information retrieval system that satisfies the user needs more ac-

curately. The central idea of temporal information based information retrieval

utilizes temporal expressions along with the keyword indexing method to re-

trieve the more accurate and relevant documents [35]. Moreover, temporal

information in clinical text is significant and important which is useful for tem-

poral relation based information retrieval. Therefore, temporal reasoning is key

task for temporal information retrieval applications in clinical domain.

Challenges

Though clinical narratives have many advantages and opportunities, exploiting the

clinical narratives in EMR poses many challenges [36], but promising to make an

innovation in health care. It is worth noting that the clinical text in EMRs is usually

unstructured and written in ungrammatical way with full of shorthand and abbrevi-
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ations that makes the process of exploiting clinical text is very different, even much

more difficult, from standard text from the literature. As mentioned in previous

section, EMR exploitation including various tasks:

1. Patient De-identification

2. Medical phrases identification

3. Abbreviation Disambiguation

4. Named Entity Recognition

5. Temporal information extraction

6. Data Representation

7. Sentiment analysis and opinion mining

Several domain-specific characteristics of clinical text makes the exploiting

task more challenging. To promote and accelerate the development of techniques

to solve the tasks in analyzing clinical text, shared tasks such as I2B2 challenges,

ClinicalTempEval-2015 ClinicalTempEval-2016 for english since 2006 and NTCIR

challenges for Japanese since 2013 have opened the stage for researchers. The char-

acteristics of the clinical text are analyzed below in detail.

The clinical text is not followed grammatical structure as such general text

and it composed of lot of abbreviations, short forms that makes the syntactic parsing

and concept recognition more difficult and challenging task. As the clinical text is

written quickly by the doctors and nurse, the structure and grammar is not consid-

ered carefully during the writing. Additionally, medical professionals note the patient

clinical observation with lot of abbreviations due to time constraint. This abbrevi-

ations in clinical narratives rise the problem of abbreviation disambiguation and its
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restoration [37]. Abbreviation disambiguation from clinical narratives have to handle

problem of sense inventories, which is considered two types. They are multiple ab-

breviation with one sense and one abbreviation with multiple sense. For example the

abbreviation ARF have three expansions; Acute renal failure, Acute rheumatic fever

and Acute respiratory failure. Unlocking the right expansion for the abbreviation

is totally depends on the medical dictionary such as MetaMap, Mesh, UMLS and

etc., in the existing study, various methods have been developed to deal with this

problem [38].

Another challenge of utilizing the clinical narrative in EMRs is sentiment

analysis and opinion mining. It is significant to understand the reaction of patients

for the given treatment (i.e.) the effect of the treatment is reflected as a patient

opinions. Hence, analyzing these opinions and sentiments will help to improve the

quality of the treatment patterns.

Yet another crucial challenge in exploiting clinical narratives is detecting

and extracting the implicit and vague time-oriented expression of medical concepts

and temporal events.

Besides these above challenges, data representation is another challenge due

to the short clinical text. This characteristic makes the task representation is difficult

with lack of enough information.

Another significant characteristic of clinical text is comes from longitudinal,

which is strongly related to time. As the clinical text is created by doctors or health

care provider when the patients visits hospitals. Therefore, clinical narratives consists

of patient health information over the time. This quality and quantity of time-series

clinical information poses the challenge of temporal reasoning and temporal informa-

tion extraction.
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The last challenge in exploiting clinical narratives is its domain-specific na-

ture. As the identified and processed information will be utilized to improve the

medical and patient care, developing basic representation method is supposed to

bring more accurate and meaningful results from medical domain knowledge than the

normal text representation.

1.3 Representation of text data

To reconstruct the clinical narratives for further usage in clinical applications, the

effective learning representations are required. Patient-level representation of clinical

narratives helps to cohort patient records for wide range of tasks [39]. Some of the

well-known representations for text data is discussed precisely in next subsections

1.3.1, 1.3.2 and 1.3.3.

1.3.1 Vector space model

In vector space models (VSM), each word represented by a feature. Therefore, the

text is encoded by a vector, is having the equivalent length of the vocabulary count

in the corpus of a domain. For clinical domain, as the number of terminologies is up

millions, thus the length of vector representation will be tremendous. This limitation

leads to the problem of dealing with high dimensional data, a very challenging in text

mining. Moreover, representing a piece of short clinical text in vector space models

will result in a vector with many zero values. Dealing with sparse vectors is another

challenge that we have to encounter when applying vector space models [40].

Let us consider the following example sentences from clinical narrative to

understand the traditional vector space representation with binary weights for each

term.
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1. Sentence 1: The patient reports nausea and vomiting.

2. Sentence 2: The patient complained vomiting and headache.

The traditional vector space representation learns from all given words in

the sentence, and each unique word represents a binary value based on co-occurrence

as shown in figure 1.3. In case of sentence level, all the words in each sentence are

concatenated and represented with binary weights as shown in figure 1.4.

Figure 1.3: Matrix of word representation with binary weights

1.3.2 Topic model

Due to several limitations in traditional representation techniques that work on gen-

eral text such as vector space models seem not work with clinical text. In search of

other representation for clinical text in EMRs data, topic models have some advan-

tages to deal with the problem. Basically topic models are assuming a patient record

with a mixture of topics, and a topic is a mixture of words. The concept of topic
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Figure 1.4: Matrix of sentence representation with binary weights

model is to represent the words in a hierarchical structure like the way human imag-

ine based on the distribution weights of each word in the document. The graphical

representation of topic model for clinical narratives is shown in figure 1.5.

Several works on exploiting clinical text in EMR using topic models with

different level of domain incorporation have been studied in the past history. Sarioglu

etal. have developed a disease-medicine topic model to discover insight knowledge

about diseases and medicines [41]. In the study [42], employed a topic model to

identify patterns of clinical events in a cohort of brain cancer patients. Though,

above works achieved some impressive results, almost little or no medical domain

knowledge was embedded in the developed model. However this works considered as

the first attempt to bring medical knowledge incorporation to represent the clinical

text in the form of topic model.

Even though, it represent the text in hierarchical structures, it misses to

discover a temporal information (i.e.time-orientation) which is significant in medical

care for disease diagnosis and proposing treatments. Thus, the clinical text demands

another powerful representation that depicting time information with hierarchical

structure to understand the longitudinal nature of clinical narratives.
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Figure 1.5: Topic model representation for a clinical narrative

1.3.3 Temporal information

The patient clinical information in EMRs have mainly been stored in the discharge

summaries, doctor daily notes and nurse narratives, in natural language text. Clinical

text contains the patient disease symptoms and disease progress, doctors notes and

treatments [43], [13]. In the above sources, most events happened during the patient

stay at the hospital are associated with notion of time (dates and time) that linked

to the patient disease signs and symptoms and treatments. Therefore, processing of

temporal information in clinical text plays a potential role in exploiting clinical text

in EMR and medical care to support and develop disease-diagnosing system [16]. For

these reasons, there is an increasing interest in temporal information extraction over

the clinical text. However the exploitation of clinical text in NLP is still in early stage

due to several difficulties in processing the clinical text [44]. Also the utilization of
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clinical text in EMR is complex task due to the nature of the data.

Temporal information performs the crucial role in interpretation of the pa-

tient clinical information such as progress of disease and frequencies of medication

information. Though the human can able to understand the temporal information

such as events and temporal relations between the events efficiently to interpret the

progression of disease status and prognosis, temporal information extraction remains

the non-trivial task in NLP.

Basically temporal information in clinical narratives consist of three com-

ponents. The first and foremost element of temporal information is temporal expres-

sions. Temporal expressions in clinical narratives such as “admitted on Friday”, “7

weeks prior to admission”, “Twice a day” and a special pre-post expression of “four

months post transplantation”. Let us also observe this expressions in an history of

illness portion from a sample discharge summary have shown in Figure 1.2.

The second element of temporal information is temporal events. In the

context of clinical setting, the disguising terms for describing the patient health status

with occurring incidents, activities, entities with states are considered as medical

events. Moreover events in the clinical narratives are restricted to noun phrase or

clinical concept such as laboratory tests, medical problems, proposed treatments,

diagnoses, patients complaints among others [45], [46]. In other simple words, any

diseases, symptoms, tests, medications and conditions related to the patients health

status is considered a medical event.

Let is consider the example discharge summary from figure 1.6 to examine

the temporal expressions and events as highlighted.

The third element of temporal information is determining temporal rela-

tions with expressions and temporal boundaries of events. This relationship can be

classified one among the 13 types of interval algebra proposed by Allen’s [6]. The
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Figure 1.6: A clinical narrative: Temporal information representation

event from the example “cadaveric kidney transplantation” has been occured BE-

FORE entering the hospital for admission, whereas the event “cadaveric pancreas

transplantation” is AFTER the event of ADMISSION.

From the above figure, the clinical narratives have the following temporal ex-

pressions: “four months”, “twice a day” and “2016-08-08” and “2016-08-15”. Among

these, “2016-08-08” and “2016-08-15” can be classified to two types of expressions:

(1) it can be considered DATE expressions, (2) on the other hand it is considered

SECTIME expressions as ADMISSION and DISCHARGE expressions.

The medical problems, diagnosis, treatment, medication information in clin-

ical narratives considered as temporal events. For example “type 1 diabeted mellitus”

considered as diagnosis event, “cadaveric kidney transplantation” considered as treat-

ment event, and “14 units of NPH insulin” considered as medication event. However

all these events are covered with temporal boundaries as we explained in temporal

expressions.

Therefore, it is obvious to solve the problem of temporal information ex-

traction demands the following sequential tasks which is shown in figure 1.7. Finally
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these extracted temporal informations are exploited to generate the chronological or-

der of events and expressions, consequently visualization tool such as SMILE tool for

visualizing of clinical events and expressions 6

Figure 1.7: Elements of temporal information extraction

1.4 Problem and objective of our study

1.4.1 Motivation and problem formulation

Data representation of clinical text with notion of time, demands to extract temporal

expressions, events and temporal relations. Temporal expression is a fundamental

element to represent rest of the temporal informations. Moreover, temporal events

extraction and temporal relation detection are challenging task and basis for temporal

ordering of events in clinical timeline. Especially, discovering the temporal order

between the clinical events and expressions from raw clinical text is a crucial part

6http : //www.simile− widgets.org/timeline/
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of temporal information extraction. Therefore in this thesis we address the following

problems.

1. Extracting absolute and relative temporal expressions from raw clinical text

2. Extraction of temporal events by exploiting unannotated data using semi-supervised

methods

3. Discover the temporal relations between temporal expressions and events

1.4.2 Scope of our study

Our work has target to support a study area on automatic reconstruction of clinical

text from electronic medical records toward structured representation of unstructured

clinical text. In the temporal information extraction, main challenge is to recognize

and extraction of clinical events with time expressions, then confirm and classify

the crucial relationships among them. Therefore, in this study, we focus to extract

temporal expressions, events and classify the relationships among expressions and

events.

1.4.3 Major contributions

The main contributions of our thesis have been discussed in this section. We fragment

the task of temporal information extraction into multiple sub tasks and solve the

problems by developing new methods.

• The first contribution comes from temporal expression extraction. A novel

feature set has been proposed to address the problem of temporal expressions

extraction. New proposed feature set is obtained from raw clinical text and
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adopted HeidelTime features that are appropriate for temporal expressions ex-

traction from clinical text.

• The second contribution stemming from temporal event extraction from clinical

text. We established a novel semi-supervised framework to exploit abundant

unannotated data for extracting temporal events from clinical text. To best

of our knowledge and survey from literature, this work is the first to propose

semi-supervised method for extracting temporal event from clinical text. This

approach innovated the novel idea of gradually extending the training corpus

by adding annotated data obtaining from unannotated clinical text. This is the

most significant contribution of the thesis to overcome the limitations of the

general methods when being applied to the clinical text.

• The third contribution is from temporal relation identification and classification.

We formulated a new assumption on generating and identifying the potential

candidate pairs from list of temporal events or expressions that can appro-

priately relate events/expressions in clinical text. Moreover, to address the

problem of temporal relation detection, we exploited Naive Bayesian Classifier

to detect the temporal relationship among the identified pair’s. The effective

candidate pair’s generation helps to improve the relation classification perfor-

mance.

1.4.4 Thesis structure

Our thesis consists of 6 chapters. Figure 1.8 shows the graphical representation of

our dissertation. The first chapter introduces about the clinical text in EMRs and its

challenges, the problem and objective of our research.

In Chapter 2, we give introduction to temporal information extraction, dis-

cuss about the importance of TIE and benefits of TI exploitation in medical care and
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Figure 1.8: Graphical Representation of our Dissertation

research. Then, we will discuss the similarities and differences of temporal information

in general and clinical text.

Chapter 3, gives the overview of temporal information and three keys tasks

of our research; temporal expression, temporal event extraction and temporal relation

classification. Also this chapter focuses to discuss about temporal expression extrac-

tion from clinical text by using proposed method with exploiting different combination

of feature sets.

Chapter 4, discuss about the extraction of temporal events extraction in

clinical text from EMR. Firstly, we have done the deep literature review for the task

and moved to the problem formulation and later we discussed about the proposed

method to solve the problem. Especially, we described the proposed semi-supervised

framework method to extract the temporal events by exploiting abundant amount of
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unannotated clinical text.

Chapter 5, discusses and establishes the methods for detecting temporal

relation between pair of events or expressions. This chapter focuses on methods to

generate the candidate pair’s from extracted temporal expressions and events. At the

end, we will discuss about the temporal relation identification and classification task

for temporal relation detection.

In last chapter, we present the detail discussion of our study on temporal

information extraction from clinical text and conclusion. Later we discuss future

research aspects to our study to develop representation and visualization techniques

and applications by exploiting the temporal information.
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Chapter 2

A brief history of Temporal

Information Extraction (TIE)

This chapter first introduces the temporal information in clinical narratives and its

significance. Then, the requirement of annotated copora for temporal information ex-

traction and difficulties in obtaining them. The next part provides a challenges in

extracting temporal information from clinical narratives. Last part discusses about

the current status of temporal information extraction in clinical narratives.

Temporal reasoning is a very basic yet vital ability of humans to understand

the information that we are speaking. [47] temporal reasoning methods to represent

the events, state and its positions in their flow of time. Moreover, temporal reasoning

is very important for clinical narratives to know and understand the clinical events

happened in the patient medical history. General text like newswire articles use

the features like tense and aspect to encode temporal information. However, the

importance of these features are depends on specific domains. One such area with

distinct characteristic of domain-specific text and temporal information is medicine,
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especially clinical narratives from EMRs.

The central usage of clinical narrative in medicine is to reason the time-

oriented data. Continuously observing the clinical events over time with frequently

distribute the informations that are required for clinical decision making system, in-

cluding diagnosis, prognosis, treatment regimen recommendation [48] and planning

for patients [49], [16]. The clinical decision support systems aims to help the health-

care provider by seeking knowledge from stored clinical data whenever it required [50].

2.1 Introduction to TIE in clinical narratives

Understanding temporal information has become most significant for several language

processing applications such as information retrieval, query processing, text process-

ing and various text-mining tasks. To accomplish temporal information processing

tasks in NLP, it is important to develop strong annotation standards and corpora

for temporal information. Automatic recognition and extraction of essential time-

oriented information from clinical text in natural language have become an active

area of research in computational linguistics from past decade. Moreover the recent

prevalence of clinical text in Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) receives a great at-

tention from researchers due to its significance and rich patient clinical information.

The huge collection of EMRs provides a vast but still a underutilized rich source of

patient medical information in the real world. However exploiting clinical text from

EMR is very challenging due to its heterogeneity nature, lack of structure and writing

quality [8], [44], [9].

One major side of exploiting clinical text EMR data is clinical natural lan-

guage processing and temporal information extraction (TIE). Temporal information

extraction indicates the crucial dimension of time-related information extraction from
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clinical text, which is different from general newswire text [9]. In EMR data, most

events happened during the patient stay at the hospital are associated with time

stamps (date and time). Basically the clinical text data is unstructured, ungrammat-

ical and medical practitioners represent the temporal information directly or indirectly

in clinical text when they explain the symptoms, disease, disease progress, occurrence

and treatments.

Most importantly the clinical text is usually written in natural language

with unstructured format that contains lot of abbreviations and short forms. As

most of the valuable information in EMRs exists in clinical text, encoding such text is

intrinsically challenged by issues of text representation [51]. Therefore, it is necessary

to represent EMRs into computable forms before using them for further applications

in medical care [52]. It is worth noting that clinical text from EMRs is distinguished

from non-clinical texts by its domain-specific nature, abbreviations and short forms,

which makes the problem of data representation much more difficult [51].

Several computable forms has been developed to reconstruct the clinical

patient records [17], [45], [53]. Among these various techniques and data represen-

tations, temporal information representation emerges as the most important form

since all the clinical events and medical information are noted with time-stamp and

indirectly follow a temporal order in the nurse narratives, doctor daily notes and dis-

charge summaries [45]. Thus, the lose of chronological order of clinical events could

cause negative effect in disease diagnosing and lead to serious medical errors as well

as affect the patient treatment procedure and results [54].

“Is there any improvement in the patient status? ”

This question can only be answered after identifying and extracting the

temporal events and relationships from clinical text related to the patients. Therefore,

being able to identify and extract temporal information is a very crucial phase and
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Figure 2.1: Key components of temporal information in clinical text

it becomes the priority task for structured representation of clinical narratives from

EMRs.

Temporal information extraction consists of three key components. These

are extraction of temporal expressions, temporal events and temporal relations which

clearly shown in figure 2.1. Temporal expressions are sequence of words and phrases

that expresses a point of time or spans on a timeline such as date, duration, time and

frequency. Temporal expression is a fundamental element for the rest of the temporal

informations. Temporal events in clinical text is medical incidents that happened in a

patient medical history which can be related to clinical timeline. Temporal relations

denote the relationship among the pair of temporal events or temporal expressions.

Automatic recognition and extraction of temporal information extraction

demand to extract those three elements. Among them temporal expressions are basis

to represent other two temporal elements.

Let us consider the following sentence and the list of events and expressions
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Figure 2.2: Generating chronological order of temporal expressions and events: an

example

extracted from the sentence. The patient was started empirically IV ceftriaxone on

10/2/93, which was changed to po doxycycline on the day of discharge. The list of

temporal expressions and events are the followings, accordingly:

– {10/2/93, the day of discharge}

– {IV ceftriaxone, po doxycycline, discharge}

To chronologically arrange all clinical events as shown in figure 2.2, all the

clinical events and expressions should be grounded from the raw clinical text. The

expressions are often mentioned in clinical text with the usage of relative time. Also

the clinical events and relations often mentioned without referring/specifying of the

time and order, respectively. For instance, consider the following sentences:

• “The patient was transferred to the hospital for surgical intervention on 2016-

06-11. The next day she administrated a drug one hour before the surgery.”

• “The patient consulted the toxicologist and he felt that most likely had benzo

overdose.”

• “The patient has been admitted to the hospital with frequent severe cold, fever

and cough.”
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The above examples show that the temporal expressions, events and rela-

tions have often written with relative time, implicit durations and order. To auto-

matically understand this temporal medical concepts from clinical text by machines,

it requires the considerable medical domain knowledge.

Though the human can be able to understand the temporal information

such as events and relations between the events, whereas it remains the non-trivial

task in machine learning and clinical natural language processing. Despite of these

difficulties, the existing works [17], [18], [55] established various methods to extract

temporal information with the help of annotated corpora. But all of these works were

established with the available small number of annotated temporal corpora, whereas

lot of unannotated clinical text are available compared to annotated clinical data.

2.2 Temporal information annotation in clinical nar-

ratives

As explained in the previous section, addressing the problem of temporal relation

learning with temporal reasoning by machine learning methods demands annotated

corpora for training models and evaluating results. However, creating such temporal

information annotated corpora from clinical narratives is tedious, expensive and re-

quires much more manual effort with medical domain knowledge. At the same time

using doctor’s expertise to create annotated corpora is cost expensive.

2.2.1 Motivation

Clinical text annotation is an important task for information extraction [46]. Annota-

tion of clinical text adds more semantic information to the original text document [43],
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[56], which can be used later for some kind of temporal information tasks . Temporal

annotation plays a significant role in natural language processing and computational

linguistics. Successful annotated corpus enables the researchers to perform many tasks

such as information extraction, Named Entity Recognition, relation extraction and

etc., in many domains such as social media and medical domain. The created corpus

addresses the problems such as processing and ordering temporal events, determining

temporal relations between the events and temporal expressions.

Rapid development of temporal reasoning and temporal information extrac-

tion (TIE) methods initially started with the creation of TimeBank corpus for general

newswire text [1], [7]. TimeBank corpus annotated a temporal reasoning elements by

using TimeML specifications and guidelines 1. It is a typical and most popular corpus

for temporal reasoning and relation learning in the natural language text. However,

temporal reasoning and annotation process can vary newswire domain to clinical

domain because of nature of data. Therefore, it is difficult to use the TimeBank

guidelines as exactly to annotate the clinical narratives from EMRs. the differences

in the nature of data between Timebank and clinical text make it difficult to use

Timebank for temporal relation learning in the clinical domain.

The events in linguistics are tuned to be verb tenses and aspects, standard

form of some verbs, certain proper names. Sometimes the state of events that are

changed by verbs. For example, the events in TimeBank from newswire domain,

relies on tense and aspect are to temporally order events, which are used as a key

feature to detect them by machine learning methods [57]. In contrast, events in

clinical domain need not be verbs and are in fact in most cases noun phrases as all

the diagnosis details noted as noun phrases. Therefore, the annotation of temporal

events in clinical domain and newswire domain are quite different [45], [56].

1https : //catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/docs/LDC2006T08/timemlannguide1.2.1.pdf
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In recent days, the interest of temporal reasoning and temporal information

extraction from domain-specific clinical narratives has received great attention due

to richness of temporality in clinical narratives, significance of temporal information

exploitation in medical care and availability of clinical text. Recently, Temporal His-

tories of Your Medical Events Time Markup Language (THYME-TimeML) project

extended the standard text annotation work and created guidelines specifically for

clinical domain text. Also they have created the corpus for clinical text. Recently

I2B2 created the clinical temporal information corpus with 310 de-identified discharge

summaries. There are two methods available to annotate the clinical text data. First

is annotate the clinical text manually which is based on the domain knowledge of

annotators. Yet, considerable manpower is often required to annotate the corpus

manually. This manual annotation process usually involves multiple groups and fi-

nally we get the error-pruned corpus. Second is automatic annotation, which is based

on the annotation tools developed by various research group. However, accuracy of

the annotation tool is very important to annotate temporal information in clinical

narratives. Manual intervention and correction is required along with the accuracy

of the annotation tool.

Due to this difficulties, only very little amount records annotated records

with temporal information such as I2B2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the

Bedside) dataset (Has 310 patient discharge summaries) and Thyme clinical dataset

despite a lot of medical records available online for Natural Language Processing such

as MIMIC II clinical database.

We analyze the nature of clinical text in a discharge summary, to under-

stand more about annotation process and creation of annotated corpus from clinical

narratives as shown in figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of a patient discharge summary

Clinical narratives: Characteristics As seen in the figure 2.3, discharge sum-

mary is composed of various different sections such as history of illness, hospital

course, past medical history, allergies, and etc. In comparison to other clinical text in

EMR (doctor’s daily note and nurse narratives), discharge summaries is composed of

little bit structured format with mostly complete sentences. However, it also contains

considerable use of medical terminology, and multiple temporal references. However,

doctor notes and nurse narratives are less structured but also have the same charac-

teristics of discharge summary. Thus, it is making the task of automatically extract

information from clinical narratives (discharge summary, doctor notes and nurse nar-

ratives). In order to automatically extract temporal information and ordering them is

required annotated data. For this, clinical narrative information should be simplified

to create features to facilitate the extraction of events, temporary expressions and

temporary relationships. Thus, we define an annotation specification that supports

the following tasks:
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1. detection of events, expressions in clinical narratives. For example, cadaveric

kidney transplantation and retinopathy , 2016-08-08, postoperative day six, four

months.

2. Identify temporal relations between events and / or expressions that occur

within and across all clinical narratives for a patient. For example, cadaveric

kidney transplantation and retinopathy events before admission event, whereas

cadaveric pancreas transplantation is after 2016-08-08 expressions and before

discharge event.

The tasks of unlocking the clinical elements [58] that are discussed above

is to support for generating a chronology of clinical events from across all clinical

narratives for each patient [59] . The data used for annotation and training our

proposed methods and models is described next.

2.2.2 Annotation of events in clinical narratives

As per the annotation guidelines 2, clinical events include diseases and disorders,

symptoms that affects the patient’s health status, as well as any treatments, pro-

cedures and medication prescribed to the patient. Thus, domain expert annotators

were come to conclusion to annotate a word or group of words occurred in a clinical

narrative of a patient that has a relevant match in the UMLS medical dictionary as

a clinical event. Events in clinical domain includes the following.

1. First and foremost any disease name or disorder. These include symptoms which

are typically nouns. For example, heart attack, chest pain, breast cancer.

2. Second is any treatment, test or procedure. These are again generally nouns.

For example, blood pressure, temperature and excisional biopsy.

2http://clear.colorado.edu/compsem/documents/THYME guidelines.pdf
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3. All the medication details (i.e.) any medications consumed or used by patients.

These are typically denotes the names of drugs such as aspirin and Naproxen.

4. Besides the above, any normal health condition that requires constant health

care such as pregnancy.

5. Any habit or observation that affect the patient health status. For instance,

drinking and smoking.

2.2.3 Annotation of temporal expressions in clinical narra-

tives

Temporal expressions are sequence of words or phrases that contain time information.

The types of temporal expressions that includes date, time, duration, frequency and

prepost expressions [43], [45]. TIMEX3 tag is used to annotate a temporal expressions

in clinical narratives and it could be any one of the following:

1. DATE: denotes the exact calendar date. For example, Nov 13 Monday, 2016-

08-08.

2. TIME: denotes a time of the day. For example, 8:00 AM, seven in the morning.

The patient’s CT-scan is scheduled at 10:00 AM

3. DURATION:Describes a time duration. For example, four months, next two

days.

4. FREQUENCY: Describes a set of times. FOr example twice a day.

5. QUANTIFIER: describes like frequency expressions but it does conceive start-

ing point and ending point. For example twice and three times. The patient

vomited “twice” before the treatment.
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6. PREPOSTEXP: The time span of this expressions is implicitly related to event.

Therefore, this kind of expressions in clinical narratives are marked with special

type as PREPOSTEXP. For example post-surgery.

2.2.4 Annotation of temporal relations in clinical narratives

TLink tag is used to annotate temporal relations between events and/ or expressions.

It contains an important information as it relates the previously annotated event and

expressions in a meaningful manner to identify relation between them. The temporal

relations are adapted from Allens temporal relations as explained in section 1.3.3 and

used in Chapter 5. For example of temporal relation annotation on following sentence

“The patient was admitted with type 1 diabetes mellitus who is four months post

cadaveric kidney transplantation and now good graft function” would be:

<EVENT1=type 1 diabetes mellitus — EVENT2=postcadaveric kidney transplan-

tation— Tlink-type=OVERLAP >

<EVENT2=postcadaveric kidney transplantation — TIMEX3=four months — Tlink-

type=AFTER >

<EVENT2=postcadaveric kidney transplantation — EVENT3=good graft function

— Tlink-type=OVERLAP >

In this example, EVENT2 is overlapping with EVENT1 and EVENT3, at

the same time AFTER the Temporal expressions TIMEX3.
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2.3 Challenges of temporal information extraction

in clinical narratives

Human being has been developed the ability to reason the natural language text in-

cluding the complex and implicit informations over the centuries. But, in machine

learning and clinical natural language processing, the reasoning of natural language

and clinical narrative for temporal information remains an non-trivial task [9], [60],

[61]. The several challenges of temporal information extraction form clinical narra-

tives have been shown in figure 2.4 and discussed in detail below.

Figure 2.4: Challenges of temporal information detection and extraction

• Temporal relation in clinical text often implicit and vague. The temporal re-

lationship between the temporal events are not noted apparently described by

medical professionals in clinical narratives. Therefore determining the order of

events is difficult. Let us consider the following example to examine the implicit
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and vague temporal relations in clinical narratives.

The patient complained cold and fever. He was admitted to the hospital.

From the above example, human can reason the sentence and understand that

the patient was sent to the hospital since he complained about his illness. But

it is very difficult for a machine to understand and reconstruct the clinical

narratives. Moreover, the patient complained two symptoms in the example

sentence and it looks like both the symptoms started at the same time. In

that case it is difficult to find and say the cold is started before the fever.

Consequently, reasoning the end time of symptoms (i.e.) determining whether

the symptoms are lasting until now or not.

Vagueness come from the writing style of the clinical narratives. Temporal

information can be expressed with time, aspect and tense. The writing quality of

clinical narratives is poor since the medical details and facts in clinical narratives

are described very compact manner.

• Extraction of relative times

-Difficult to extract relative time expressions - Ex: The patient administrated

the drug one day before the surgery

Temporal expressions in clinical narratives are frequently written in reference

to other time expressions. For example, that night (relative to the date when

this phrase was written) and one day before surgery (relative to the date of

the surgery). However, temporal reasoning needs to determine absolute date

expressions (the exact dates) of relative temporal expressions. Therefore, ex-

traction of temporal expressions fundamental, yet non-trivial task in temporal

information extraction

• Extraction of event durations or event spans
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-Extracting the completion time of the event is an challenging task Ex: The

patient met a doctor

Event duration is important to discover and determining the end points for

temporal relations. Sometimes these event durations are mentioned implicitly.

From the example, it is difficult to determine whether the event last for one

hour or 10 minutes

• Annotation corpora for temporal relation

Unlike creating the annotated corpus for other NLP tasks such as NER, creating

qualified corpora for temporal relation is a challenging task. since the relations

are expressed implicitly in the clinical text. Also the annotating temporal rela-

tions are application specific. Also it demands the domain knowledge to create

an annotated corpora for temporal relation. However, to develop stable and

reliable automatic temporal information extraction models demands the large

annotation corpora like TimeBank. However, the creation of such annotated

corpora from clinical narratives requires more time, cost and most importantly

huge manual effort. Moreover, the annotation process of clinical narratives de-

mands of medical expertise and domain knowledge for annotator to annotate

temporal information.

2.4 Current status of temporal information extrac-

tion in clinical narratives

Rapid development of temporal information extraction (TIE) methods initially started

with the creation of TimeML corpus for general newswire text [1], [7]. This corpus

has three types of temporal information: events, temporal expressions, and temporal

relations. Detailed information about these corpora can be found at timeml website as
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mentioned earlier. For event extraction from text, machine learning methods widely

used and have shown good performance, including conditional random fields (CRFs)

and supported vector machines (SVMs) [62]. For temporal expression extraction both

machine learning and rule-based methods have been investigated [62].

Recent years the interest of temporal information extraction from clincal text

has received much attention from researchers with the implementation of Electronic

Medical Records (EMR) systems. Many researchers worked on various topics of

temporal representation and reasoning with clincal data [10], [11], [12] [13]. A few

researches in NLP over clinical text have been opened to address different exploitation

strategies of extracted temporal information in medical care and research (develop

applications by using temporal informations) [14], [15], [16]. Some of the applications,

such as clinical decision support systems are exploiting temporal information [16].

To accelerate the temporal information extraction research works in clinical

domain, I2B23 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside) challenge [17],

[18] provided an annotated corpora on temporal relations in the year 2012. Conse-

quently various research groups such as SemEval 2015 [20] and SemEval 2016 [21]

contributed an annotated corpora on temporal relations and entities to develop the

temporal information extraction methods. Bethard et al. adopted the temporal anno-

tation guidelines from ISO-TimeML [22] and developed domain specific guidelines for

the clinical domain, which is called THYME-Guidelines to ISO-TimeML (THYME-

TimeML)4, where THYME stands for Temporal Histories of Your Medical Events.

Annotation of clinical text adds more semantic information to the original text doc-

ument [63], [56], which can be used later for some kind of information extraction

tasks.

Reeves et al. extended temporal awareness and reasoning systems for ques-

3https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/TemporalRelations/
4http://clear.colorado.edu/compsem/documents/THYME guidelines.pdf
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tion interpretation (TARSQI) toolkit to detect the temporal expressions in the clinical

text [64]. But it performed very poorly as the temporal expressions in clinic notes

were very different from those in the newswire domain [65]. On the other hand, follow-

ing with I2B2, ShARe CLEF 2013/2014 eHealth challenges from Physionet, Clinical

TempEval 2015 [20] and Clincial TempEval 2016 [21] also provided annotated data for

temporal information from clinical text. In japan, NII Testbeds and Community for

Information access Research (NTCIR-MedNLP) provided the text for various topics

of medical data exploitation [23], [24]. With available of all these resources, much

effort has been done to develop different methods to extract temporal expressions

from clinical narratives [17], [18]

To extract the temporal expressions, the well established HeidelTime has

been used for generation of rules [18]. HeidelTime is a multilingual, cross-domain

temporal expressions tagging system for text data. The system mainly developed

based on TimeML corpus and uses the general text data. But it performed very

poorly as the temporal expressions in clinic notes, that is very different from newswire

text [65]. Such failure in using HeidelTime has suggested us to extend and modify it

appropriately for temporal expressions in clinical text, as described later in subsection

(3.3).

The work of Tang et al. developed a hybrid method combining Conditional

Random Fields (CRFs) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) methods and used it to

extract the temporal events and event features. In this hybrid method, NER tag-

ger system [66] was extended, which was developed initially to extract the partial

event features and temporal events [18]. Various combinations of features (Lexical

and UMLS) were used in that NER tagger system for event extraction. Jindal et

al. developed the pipeline approach to extract the events from clinical narratives.

In the first stage, they extracted the time spans and subsequently they extracted

the type of events. For the event extraction, Integer Quadratic Program (IQP) was
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implemented. They have adopted the publicly available time expression system Hei-

delTime to extract the temporal expressions [67]. There are few limitations in this

pipeline approach. Firstly, the accuracy drop in finding the attributes subsequently

causes performance decreases in event extraction. Secondly, developing the assump-

tions and rules are not easy and time consuming tasks. Lastly, in comparison to

previous system, the feature extraction performance also diminished [18], [17].

Most of the existing temporal event extraction works were established with

the available small number of annotated temporal corpus where as lot of unannotated

clinical text are available compared to annotated clinical data. However, learning a

stable and reliable model usually requires plenty of annotated data. Motivated by this

fact, we proposed and developed a novel two-stage semi-supervised framework to au-

tomatically extract the temporal events from clinical text by exploiting unannotated

text with gradually increase the number of annotated text in corpus and automatic

annotation accuracy.

In case of temporal relation classification, various candidate generation and

relation classification approach have been attempted in the existing studies. Chang et

al. developed the hybrid system which consist of rule-based and Maximum Entropy

(ME) based approach to generate the candidate pairs [68]. Finally, the authors have

proposed a algorithm to integrate the candidate pairs from both the approach. Even

though, they have developed candidate pair’s generation process by using Maximum

Entropy method, the processing steps are not very transparent and developing rules

for each category by analyzing the clinical text is very ambiguous and time taking.

In contrast to the previous work, Tang et al. addressed the candidate gen-

eration problem with a formulated hypothesis based on the dependency parsing ap-

proach [18]. In this study, they have used different strategies for each category of

temporal relations (relation between events and section times, intra-sentence and
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inter-sentence). The hypothesis and approach used to generate the candidate pairs for

inter-sentence, intra-sentence temporal relation classifier are not effectively capturing

some potential candidate pairs. Though we have various candidate pairs generation

and classification methods developed, it is still a totally unresolved problem. This

limitation suggested us to formulate a new hypothesis for generating candidate pairs.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced the need for an annotated corpus of clinical narra-

tives by comparing the newswire text. We then discussed characteristics of clinical

narratives like doctor notes, nurse narratives, discharge summaries and discussed

an annotation guidelines for annotating events, expressions, relations for temporal

reasoning. Finally, we discussed the challenges and current status of temporal in-

formation extraction in clinical narratives. In the forthcoming chapters, we describe

and establish methods that leverage the annotated data for extracting elements of

temporal information.
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Chapter 3

Temporal Expression Extraction

from Clinical Narratives

This chapter first introduces the temporal expression in clinical narratives and its

significance. Then, the requirement of annotated copora for temporal expression ex-

traction. Also we discusses about similarities and difficulties of temporal expressions

in general newswire and clinical narratives. Next part discusses about the current sta-

tus of temporal event extraction in clinical narratives and our objective. Immediately

we proposed a method for temporal expression extraction and established experimental

evaluation with available annotated corpora. Finally we provided summary and con-

tributions of this chapter and proposed method respectively.

Developing clinical decision support (CDS) applications in medicine is based

on knowledge extracted from the clinical narratives in EMRs to discover and provide

the better treatment for the individuals. The core of this CDS has the requirement

of identifying and extracting the significant patient clinical details, that denotes the

clinical state of events having some relationship with time as time performs the key
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role in patient course of a disease and treatment regimen. Therefore, extracting

temporal extraction is fundamental elements in temporal information extraction and

to represent the rest of the information in clinical narratives from patient medical

history.

3.1 Temporal expression in clinical text

Temporal expressions are sequence of words or phrases that contain time informa-

tion. The types of temporal expressions that includes date, time, duration, frequency

and prepost expressions [43], [45]. In clinical narratives, temporal expressions are

usually written as nouns ( “yesterday”, “Tuesday”, “2016-08-08” ) , adjective (“two

hourse ago”, “preoperative”) and adverbial (“hourly”, “monthy”, “recently”) pha-

rases. TIMEX3 tag is used to annotate a temporal expressions in clinical narratives

like newswire text and it could be any one of the following:

1. DATE: denotes the exact calendar date. For example, Nov 13 Monday, 2016-

08-08.

2. TIME: denotes a time of the day. For example, 8:00 AM, seven in the morning.

The patient’s CT-scan is scheduled at 10:00 AM

3. DURATION:Describes a time duration. For example, four months, next two

days.

4. FREQUENCY: Describes a set of times. For example twice a day.

5. QUANTIFIER: describes like frequency expressions but it does conceive start-

ing point and ending point. For example twice and three times. The patient

vomited “twice” before the treatment.
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6. PREPOSTEXP: The time span of this expressions is implicitly related to event.

Therefore, this kind of expressions in clinical narratives are marked with special

type as PREPOSTEXP. For example post-surgery.

The clinical narratives have the special time expression called prepost ex-

pressions. The adjectives Pre and Post actually denotes the temporal spans in one

perspective that related to event. For example Pre-treatment denotes the until the

point of treatment time, post-surgery denotes the any time after the surgery. Thus,

these kind of expressions in clinical narratives is considered as special temporal ex-

pressions. The following is a example of annotated temporal expressions in clinical

narratives obtained from i2b2 to train and evaluate models.

• The patient became agitated with both tent and Bi-PAP machine, although

continued to saturate well. He was transferred to Medicine the morning of 2010-

08-30 <TIMEX3= “2010-08-30” type= “DATE” value=“2010-08-30” >2010-

08-30 </TIMEX3 >, for continued medical management post surgery.

• The patient has had similar pain intermittently for last year <TIMEX3=“last

year” type=“DURATION” value=“p1y” >last year </TIMEX3 >.

3.2 Background of temporal expressions extrac-

tion in clinical narratives

Temporal expressions extraction has been well-studied in non-clinical settings and ex-

ploited for temporal reasoning and representation. For temporal expression extraction

from newswire text, the best available systems like HeidelTime [69] and SUTime [70]

are rule-based. Among these, HeidelTime is a multilingual cross-domain temporal

tagger and was the best system for extraction of temporal expressions from newswire
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Figure 3.1: Objective of temporal expressions extraction in clinical narratives

text in the TempEval-2 challenge [71]. Reeves et al. extended temporal awareness and

reasoning systems for question interpretation (TARSQI) toolkit to detect the tempo-

ral expressions in the clinical text [64]. But it performed very poorly as the temporal

expressions in clinic notes were very different from those in the newswire domain

[65]. Thus, there is a requirement to develop a specific model for temporal expression

extraction from clinical narratives. Sun et al. provide comprehensive overview of

systems which perform clinical temporal expressions extraction. 3.1 explained the

goal of temporal expression in clinical narratives with example.

Though the aim of this task focuses on the automatic identification and

extraction of time expressions from clinical narratives, the existing works requires

manual intervention on developing rules. Thus, there is a room for making the task

automatically extracting expressions from clinical narratives, which is objective of

our work in this section.
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3.3 Proposed method for temporal expressions ex-

traction

Temporal expressions are sequence of words and phrases that expresses a point of

time or spans on a timeline such as Date, Duration, Time and Frequency. Other

temporal expression types in clinical text include Quantifiers and Prepostexp [65].

Table 3.1 shows the various types of temporal expressions in clinical text. According

to i2b2 annotation guidelines, annotation of temporal expressions and determining

the span for TIMEX3 is straightforward. They have mark the entire temporal ex-

pression. The prepositions before or after the temporal expression phrase are usually

not included in the TIMEX3 span. However, automatically identifying the explicit

and implicit time expressions in clinical narratives without manual intervention is a

non-trial task. To accomplish our objective, we proposed a hybrid method that com-

bines conditional random fields and adopted the state-of-art from newswire domain

(HeidelTime system) for temporal expressions extraction from clinical narratives.

S.No Type Example

1 Time 12:00 PM, After 10 mins

2 Date Morning of 2010-08-30, Today, Monday

3 Duration Less than one hour, Next two days

4 Frequency Twice per week, Monthly

5 Prepostexp Postoperatively, post-surgery

6 Quantifier Twice, three times

Table 3.1: Types of temporal expressions in clinical text
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Figure 3.2: Architecture for temporal expression extraction

Heideltime1 identifies the temporal expressions with three attributes ID,

TYPE and VALUE respectively. HeidelTime system tags the frequency expressions

as SET, thus we replaced the SET type with FREQ before generating the features

using it for our proposed method. As previously mentioned, HeidelTime is not effec-

tively extract all type of temporal expressions from clinical narratives. The following

sentence is shows the inefficiency of HeidelTime for certain type temporal expressions

in clinical narratives:

Mr. Donald delirium abated with return to baseline mental status early

on 09-01. He was transferred to Medicine the morning of 2010-08-30, for continued

medical management post surgery.

In the above sentence we have two date expressions such as morning of

2010-08-30, early on 09-01 and one Prepostexp denotes post surgery. HeidelTime

is insufficient to extract the prepostexp and date expression such as early on 09-

01. Thus, we proposed a new framework with novel feature set and adaptation of

HeidelTime features to extract the temporal expressions from clinical narratives.

1https://github.com/HeidelTime/heideltime/
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Figure 3.2 shows our proposed framework for temporal expression extraction

from clinical narratives. We used the output time expressions tags of the Java-based

HeidelTime system, the best performing system in TempEval2 as a one of the input

features in our proposed framework. Along with this features, we generated the

lexical features to train the linear chain CRF for extracting the temporal expressions.

The process of selecting the feature set is based on our experimental evaluation. We

trained and evaluated our proposed model with various combinations of feature sets

and chosen the best performing feature set among them. Table 3.2 shows the features

used in our proposed framework.

There are three steps to achieve our proposed framework for temporal ex-

pressions extractions from raw clinical narratives. The detailed explanation of each

steps are given below:

• Step 1: We used HeidelTime on raw clinical narratives to obtain the temporal

expressions. HeidelTime system identifies and annotated the temporal expres-

sions with three attributes: TYPE, VAL and MOD attributes. It tags the

frequency expressions as SET (which is not present in clinical narratives), thus

we replaced the SET type with FREQUENCY. Finally we converted all the

tagged expressions as feature called HeidelTime tags.

• Step 2: We generated a lexical features set from raw clinical narratives by

using GENIA Tagger for lemmatization, Part-of-Speech(POS), chunking and

NLTK package from Python programming for unigram, bigram. Finally we

used programming language to generate the “Is numeric” feature.

• Step 3: After the successful generation of features, we trained the linear-CRF

model to detect the temporal expressions.
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S.No Features used

1 Word

2 lemma of word

3 POS tag of word

4 Chunking

5 Is numeric

6 next word

7 previous word

8 next two words

9 HeidelTime tags

Table 3.2: Features for temporal expressions extraction

The experimental evaluation of proposed method for event extraction has

been well-studied in evaluation 3.4.3 and discussion section 3.4.4 in detail.

3.4 Experimental evaluation

The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the efficacy of our developed model for

temporal expression extraction as stated in the objective. To conduct the experiment

we used the i2b2 annotated data set as a key resource.

3.4.1 Data sets

We obtained the preprocessed and annotated training and testing data from I2B2

temporal relation challenge organizers. This dataset was prepared based on the I2B2

guidelines (adopted from TimeML and THYME guidelines) for clinical text [45]. We

used this annotated dataset for our experiments and evaluations. This annotated
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dataset consists of training data (180 annotated records from the I2B2 temporal

relations shared task, which contains nearly 10,000 sentences) and testing data (120

annotated records from the I2B2 with ground-truth labels).

Our experiments consist 180 annotated records of training set and 120 anno-

tated records of testing set. The training set contains 16468, 2368 and 33660 temporal

events, expressions and relations, respectively. The testing set includes 13594, 1820

and 27530 temporal events, expressions and relations, respectively.

3.4.2 Baselines

In the first stage of the proposed framework, we developed the supervised CRF model

with lexical features consisting of base form, part-of-speech tags, chunking and BIO-

events (beginning of event, inside of event, outside of event) as a target label for

temporal event extraction. To improve the accuracy, we incorporated the domain

knowledge by exploiting UMLS through metathesaurus tool. Metamap CUI and

semantic group features from UMLS helps to improve the performance for event

extraction task as the result shown in Table 4.2. In the second stage of semi-supervised

framework, we trained our semi-CRF model with the above mentioned features on

the I2B2 training set and unannotated dataset. Finally, we evaluated our model with

the I2B2 testing dataset for temporal event extraction.

3.4.3 Evaluation metrics and results

We evaluated our models with three measures, which are Precision, Recall and F-

measure as given by:

Precision =
|System.Output ∩Annotated.Corpus|

|System.Output|
(3.1)
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Recall =
|System.Output ∩Annotated.Corpus|

|Annotated.Corpus|
(3.2)

F −measure = 2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

. (3.3)

The results of our proposed approach for temporal expressions, events extraction

and relation classification on I2B2 testing set is presented in Table 3.3, Table 4.2 and Table

5.1, respectively.

Expressions Precision Recall F-measure

HeidelTime 77.62 79.80 78.69

HeidelTime + features 81.53 79.11 79.95

Table 3.3: Results from temporal expression extraction

3.4.4 Error analysis

The I2B2 dataset is annotated with 6 types of temporal expressions. We manually analyzed

the temporal expressions extraction performance of our method very carefully. It revealed

that the source of errors is from expression recognition. We listed our findings below.

• Unclear expressions: Many of the date expressions (like “the day prior to discharge”

“this time”, “that time” and “the night prior”) were fairly significant and ambigu-

ous. Identifying and recognizing of this type of expressions is quite difficult. In this

situation our system is insufficient on such expressions.

• Difficulty in deciding the frequency expressions: As most of frequency expressions

were written in abbreviation form such as t.i.d, b.i.d, qd and etc. We planned to use

the bag-of-words model to detect this kind of expressions in our future work. Also,

frequency expressions and duration expressions are nearly similar with the same kind
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of words with slight variation. For example “two years” belongs to duration where

as “every two hours” belongs to frequency.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a hybrid approach for temporal expressions extraction

from clinical narratives. The novel framework was developed with the combination of two

key components: adoption of state-of-art HeidelTime system from newswire domain and a

novel feature set. We have converted the extracted time expressions as features for training

model. Finally we have chosen the best feature set for temporal expression extraction in

the final step of our proposed method. Based on the findings and experiments, we found

that the proposed method is surprisingly simple and easily extract temporal expressions.

Beside the advantages, our method still has some drawbacks, which is discussed

in error analysis section 3.4.4 in detail. In our future work, we plan to investigate the rules

for latin expressions of time such as “tid” or “t.i.d”, etc.
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Chapter 4

Temporal Event Extraction

This chapter first introduces the temporal events in clinical narrative and its significance.

Then, the requirement of annotated copora and difficulty to obtain for temporal event extrac-

tion. Next part discusses about the current status of temporal event extraction in clinical

narratives, advantages of semi-supervised learning and our objective. Also we discusses

about similarities and difficulties of temporal events in general newswire and clinical narra-

tives. Immediately we proposed a semi-supervised method for temporal event extraction and

established experimental evaluation with available annotated corpora. Finally we provided

summary and contributions of this chapter and proposed method respectively.

An EVENT is anything relevant to the clinical timeline (disease diagnosis and

treatment details related to such timeline), (i.e.) anything that would appear on a detailed

timeline of the patients care or life. We considered all the events in clinical text as temporal

events relating to document creation time except temporally span-less events such as people

and organization cannot be a temporal event. according to the i2b2 event annotation

guideline, candidates for EVENTs include verb phrases, adjective phrases, noun phrases,

and in some cases, even adverbs. Naturally, verb phrases that describe clinically relevant

actions are considered EVENTs. For example, in the patient reports a headache, the verb
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reports refers to a clinically relevant action of the patients complaint, and hence is counted

as an EVENT. Basically temporal events have annotated with 6 types of events in I2B2

clinical data. Standard types of temporal events are: Problem (disease and symptoms),

Tests, Treatments, Evidential, Clinical departments and Occurrence.

Let us consider the following example sentences to understand more about tem-

poral events in clinical narratives.

1. The patient had a CT scan, which showed fatty infiltration of her liver diffusely with

a 1 cm cyst in the right lobe of the liver.

2. The Patient has no relief from antacids or H2 blockers.

• The Patient had a CT scan <EVENT= “a CT scan” type=“TEST” modality=“FAC-

TUAL” polarity=“POS” >a CT scan </EVENT >, which showed fatty infiltration of

her liver diffusely <EVENT=“fatty infiltration of her liver diffusely” type=“PROB-

LEM” modality=“FACTUAL” polarity=“POS” >fatty infiltration of her liver dif-

fusely </EVENT>with a 1 cm cyst in the right lobe of the liver <EVENT=“a 1

cm cyst in the right lobe of the liver” type=“PROBLEM” modality=“FACTUAL”

polarity=“POS” >a 1 cm cyst in the right lobe of the liver </EVENT>.

• The patient has no relief<EVENT=“relief” type=“OCCURRENCE” modality=“FAC-

TUAL” polarity=“NEG”>relief </EVENT>from antacids <EVENT= “antacids”

type=“TREATMENT” modality=“FACTUAL” polarity=“POS”>antacids</EVENT>or

H2 blockers <EVENT= “antacids” type=“TREATMENT” modality=“FACTUAL”

polarity=“POS” >H2 blockers </EVENT>.

[72]
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4.1 Structured sequential labeling

4.1.1 Conditional random fields

Conditional Random Fields(CRF) [73] is a undirected probabilistic model which assign the

label sequence to a given set of observed data sequence. It has all advantage of Maximum

Entropy Markov Models (MEMMs) and other probabilistic models such as Hidden Markov

Models (HMMs). The basic idea of CRF is that of calculating a conditional probability

distribution over entire label sequences given a particular observation sequence, rather than

a joint distribution over both label and observation sequences [73]. X is a random variable

over data sequence to be labeled, and

Yis a random variable over corresponding label sequences.

Conditional probability P(label sequence y | observation sequence x)

rather than joint probability P(y, x)

• Specify the probability of possible label sequences given an observation sequence

Conditional probability of a label sequence y given an observation sequence x to

be written as

p(y|x,λ) = 1
Z(x) exp( Σ λjFj(y,x))

Where Z(x) is a normalization term and

λjFj(y, x) =


1 ifcondition = true

0 otherwise

Generally we say that model of conditional distribution is:

p(y|x)

To predict the label for unknown text is
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y∗ = argmax
x

p(y|x)

Here we provided the example of sequential label prediction for Part-of-Speech

Tagging. Consider the following text for Part-of-Speech(POS) Tagging:

There have been many earthquakes in Tokyo.

Word There have been many earthquakes in Tokyo .

X → x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

Word There have been many earthquakes in Tokyo .

Y (POS tag) → EX VBP VBN JJ NNS IN NNP .

In the above example X might range over natural language sentences and Y range

over part-of-speech tagging of those sentence ,with y the set of possible part-of-speech(POS)

tags. Sutton and McCallum provided the overview of linear-chain CRFs, general CRFs,

varies of CRF types and applications of CRFs[74]. Figure 4.1 shows the simple graphical

representation of linear-chain CRF and general CRF models.

4.1.2 Conditional random fields on text processing

Text processing exploited the probabilistic model for various applications. Generally text

processing refers to automatically understanding of electric text which denotes Natural

Language Processing(NLP). Most of NLP tasks exploited the probabilistic model, espe-

cially Hidden Markov Models(HMM), Maximum Entropy Markov Models(MEMM), Markov

Random fields such as linear chain CRFs and Generalized CRF’s for text processing ap-

plications. NLP subfields includes, Information Retrieval(IR), Information Extraction(IE),

Discourse analysis, dependency parsing and etc.

The basic task of Information Extraction problem has been treated as a sequence

labeling problem [73]. Specifically Conditional Random Fields(CRFs) established for many
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of Conditional Random Fields: Linear-chain CRF and General

CRF

subfields of Information Extraction [75], such as Part-of-Speech Tagging [76] [77], Named

Entity Recognition(NER) [78],[79], Co-reference extraction and relationship extraction [80].

4.1.3 Conditional random fields for temporal information ex-

traction

Temporal information extraction plays very significant role in Natural Language Processing.

In the literature of general text, temporal expression and event extraction [81], [82], [83]

considered sequence labeling problem and temporal relation extraction has been treated

as a classification problem [84], [3]. In TempEval 2007, Verhagen et al., proposed many

machine learning approaches for temporal relation identification and classification. Later

[85] temproal relation identification has been treated as pair-wise classification problem,

and exploited CRF to identify the relationship.

In clinical text, conditional random fields has been used to extract temporal event

and expression [86], [87], [55], [88] and temporal relation extraction [89] . Clinical text is a

special kind of text as mentioned earlier. From the literature review of temporal information
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extraction from general and clinical text, we found that, conditional random fields (CRF)

is outperforming than other machine learning and rule-based methods.

4.2 Temporal event extraction in clinical narra-

tives

The most techniques for temporal information extraction on clinical text are mainly based

on available techniques used in the general newswire text domain. The rule-based methods

deeply analyzed the nature of the data and developed the hand-coded rule to extract the

event [87], which demands domain knowledge besides much of manual effort and time. In

the machine learning-based approach, the feature set is determined through NLP data struc-

tures, part-of-speech, n-gram, or external resources [55], [87] before applying probabilistic

models such as Hidden Markov Models(HMM), Conditional Random Fields(CRF) [18]. The

best performing system Xu et al. from I2B2 shared task Sun et al., using the hybird ap-

proach with hand-coded rules, CRFs and SVMs by exploiting the various feature sets [90].

On the other hand, Jindal et al. developed the pipeline approach to extract the

events from clinical text. In this approach, they recognized the attributes of the events

in first stage, then they implemented Integer Quadratic Program (IQP) for the event ex-

traction. For extracting the temporal expressions, they have adopted the publicly available

time expression system HeidelTime [67]. However, this approach have the limitation with

accuracy. The event accuracy of this method is decreased in comparison to existing ap-

proaches [18].

From the above literature review, we discovered that all the existing temporal

event extraction work were established with the available small number of annotated tem-

poral corpus. However, a lot of rich unannotated clinical text are available compared to

annotated clinical data. Moreover, the temporal annotation task is time-consuming, often

requires the domain knowledge and considerable manpower to annotate the corpus man-
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Figure 4.2: Problem space and overview

ually. Also, unannotated testing corpus is not likely to be same as with their training

or testing dataset. Besides that, from the literature review, we discovered unannotated

data have significantly contributed to enhance the model when we combine with annotated

data [91]. Therefore, we proposed and developed a semi-supervised framework to automat-

ically to detect the temporal events from clinical text by exploiting unannotated text with

gradually increasing of the number of annotated text in the corpus, which increases the

automatic annotation accuracy as shows in figure 4.2.

4.3 Semi-supervised learning

Semi-supervised learning lies somewhere between supervised and unsupervised learning.

Supervised learning methods have been successfully implemented for many text process-

ing tasks such as sequence labeling, information extraction, but they demands annotated

dataset which is expensive, time consuming and requires lot of manual effort to obtain, where

as unannotated data available for less cost and easy to obtain. Making use of unlabeled data

helps to improve the performance of NLP tasks. Hence we investigate semi-supervised ap-
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proach to combine both labeled and unlabeled data. Semi-supervised learning will be most

useful when there are huge amount of unlabeled data than labeled data. Semi-supervised

learning technique have already been successfully exploiting many NLP tasks including in-

formation extraction [92] [93], word sense disambiguation [94]. The data set of standard

semi-supervised learning can be divided into two parts: the points Xl = (x1,x2, . . . ,

xl), for which labels Yl = (y1, . . . , yl) are provided, and the points Xu := (xl + 1, .

. . , xl + u), the labels of which are not known. The earliest idea about using unlabeled

data is self-learning, which is also known as self-training, self-labeling, or decision-directed

learning. The interest in semi-supervised learning has been increased from 1990s, mostly

due to applications in natural language problems and text classification [94]. Since then,

there are many works has been done in Natural language processing and text mining using

semi-supervised approach. Some popular representative models of semi-supervised learning

is:

• Self-learning (Self-training or bootstrapping) and Co-training

• Generative probabilistic models

• Graph-based semi supervised method

Generally semi-supervised methods forms strong model assumptions (Smoothness

, cluster and low density assumption) to exploit unlabeled data. Choose the best assumption

that fit to the nature of the problem.

4.3.1 Self-learning (self-training or bootstrapping)

This is the simplest and most common semi-supervised learning method which is also called

self-learning or bootstrapping method. Mostly supervised model trained with labeled data,

subsequently the model applied n unlabeled data to accomplish the semi-supervised ob-

jective. Then typically most confident scores of the labeled sequence will be added to the

labeled set and the model is re-trained until its converge [91]. This method has been suc-
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cessfully applied NLP tasks such as word sense disambiguation and temporal expression

extraction [95] as mentioned earlier.

4.3.2 Semi-supervised CRF for information extraction

Jiao et al, successfully developed the semi-supervised CRF through extending the mini-

mum entropy regularization. Semi-supervised approach derives benefit from the usage of

entropy regularization on unlabeled data, which combines the likelihood of CRF from la-

beled training data and conditional entropy on unlabeled data [93]. Exploited the developed

semi-supervised CRF for information extraction (To detect protein-gene mentions) from

biomedical text and achieved better results compared to supervised CRF models. This

work compared to self-training algorithm developed by Yarowsky 1995 [94], proposed semi-

supervised CRF provides better performance. Motivation of our work observed from the

work of Granvalet et al., semi supervised learning by entropy minimization [96]. It gives

the assumption that when the classes has small overlap, unlabeled data provides promising

benefit. Overlap between the classes dealt with kullback-Leibler divergence.

Despite of having some works focused on NER and event detection from biomed-

ical text [97], [93] using semi-supervised CRF where as there is no work has been done for

temporal information extraction clinical text.

Although many researchers implemented semi-supervised learning for information

extraction such as Named Entity recognition [98],[97] and word sense disambiguation [94]

[99] only limited number of works focused on temporal information processing such as

temporal expression extraction [95] and temporal relation extraction[85], [100], [101] from

newswire text.
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4.4 Semi-supervised framework for temporal event

extraction

Probabilistic models have been used for information extraction for past several years. Con-

ditional random fields is a undirected probabilistic model which assign the label sequence

to a given set of observed data sequences [73]. It is often used for labeling or parsing

of sequential data, such as natural language text or biological sequences. From consider-

ing the above advantages of CRF and literature review from general and clinical text, we

found that, CRFs is outperforming in temporal information extraction than other machine

learning and rule-based methods. Therefore we focus on semi-supervised CRF to extract

events from both annotated and unannotated clinical text. Semi-supervised CRF has been

investigated for biomedical text in [93].

Events in clinical text refers to medical concepts such as symptoms occurred,

disease/disorder names diagnosed, medications prescribed by doctors and treatment pro-

cedures followed by patients. Therefore event extraction task in clinical text demands the

domain knowledge as previously mentioned. Due to the high cost of annotation, time,

manual effort and requirement of domain knowledge, annotation corpus for temporal in-

formation in clinical texts are limited to a few hundred patient records. All the existing

methods used supervised CRF method to extract the temporal events from clinical text

with such limited size of annotated data [18], [17]. We proposed a novel semi-supervised

framework for event extraction from clinical text. Our proposed semi-supervised framework

of temporal event extraction has been divided into two stages shown in figure 4.3. In the

first stage, we developed a supervised Conditional Random Fields1 model to recognize the

temporal events with various features sets, which is described in section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 in

detail. Table 4.1 shows the features used in our proposed framework.

In stage II we utilize the rich quantity of unannotated data to develop the semi-supervised

CRF from stage I and increase number of records in annotated corpora step by step (spi-

1https://sourceforge.net/projects/crfpp/
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the proposed architecture for temporal event extraction.
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S.No Features used

1 Word

2 lemma of word

3 POS tag of word

4 Chunking

5 previous word

6 next word

7 POS of next word

8 POS of Previous word

9 bigram

10 trigram

11 Concept unique identifier from Metamap

12 Semantic groups from Metamap

Table 4.1: Features for temporal event extraction

rally) to subsequently improve the event extraction accuracy. To the best of our knowledge,

this proposed semi-supervised framework to temporal event processing from clinical text is

a novel trial.

The second stage of proposed semi-supervised framework consists of two steps:

unannotated data selection for selecting the high quality data from plentiful unannotated

data, and feature generation and mapping for extending the labels to unannotated training

data. After the feature generation and mapping, we trained the semi-supervised CRF (step

5) with Mallet tool2.

2http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/semi-sup-fst.php
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4.4.1 Selection of unannotated training data

The step 1 of the proposed semi-supervised framework requires a training data from an

unannotated dataset. As previously mentioned, we have an abundant amount of unanno-

tated data. However, we cannot assume that all the patient records in unannotated data

are equally distributed among all the disease groups (according to international classifica-

tion of diseases from WHO) and contains rich and significant temporal information. In

this situation, to maintain the fairness of data selection in the empirical experiment, we

leveraged the advantage of using a clustering algorithm for the unannotated training data

selection instead of selecting the records randomly. This method helps us to isolate rich

and sparse training data from massive unannotated dataset. To select the unannotated

training records, first we should group all the unannotated patient records according to

disease similarities by incorporating the domain knowledge.

There are various document clustering methods has been proposed in the existing

researches [102]. The documents grouping or clustering using Latent Dirichlet Allocation

(LDA) is based on latent topics. These topics are constructed over the probability distri-

bution of words. However, in this method, we should initialize the number of latent topics

in advance and the topic constructs over the distribution of words [103]. Based on the

topics learned, the document clustering will be carried out with similarity measures. Here

in our work, deciding the number of topic in advance by incorporating domain-knowledge

(International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes) is more challenging and difficult in

clinical narratives. Therefore documents clustering using LDA leads to complex and time-

consuming task to select unannotated training data for semi-supervised approach.

On the other hand, K-means clustering is used widely for text document grouping

and suitable for larger datasets with less number of iterations [102]. Therefore we chose

the basic and prevailing K-means clustering algorithm to group the unannotated training

records since we are grouping the patient records based on disease groups from ICD codes.

To accomplish the clustering, we exploited the K-means clustering algorithm [104]

with TF-IDF. After clustering, we obtained K clusters with similar group of patient records
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and we selected N training records from each cluster K based on our heuristic analysis. The

selected training records from each cluster contain sparse and rich temporal information.

The selected unannotated data is included with the annotated data for next step in feature

generation and mapping. Subsequently, the influence of unannotated data towards the

trained model would be high and the model achieves high accuracy and stability.

4.4.2 Feature generation and mapping

In step 2 and 4 of the semi-supervised framework, we have created a list of feature groups

to train and evaluate the performance of the model.

Feature generation To generate the features, various external tools have been ex-

ploited. These feature sets are selected based on the significance of each feature. The first

group of features consist of lexical features, such as base form, surrounding words, POS

tags, chunking and language model. The lemmatization is the only one feature belongs to

second group. In the third group, feature set is generated from UMLS metathesaurus 3,

consist of semantic group and Concept Unique Identifier (CUI) of words.

• Lexical and syntactic features: We have used GENIA Tagger4 to generate the lexical

features such as lemmatization, Part-of-Speech (POS) tags, chunking the phrases.

To define the bigram, trigram, near-by words and their POS tags we have exploited

Python programming language with NLTK package5. The n-gram language model

plays the key role as a feature in the label detection.

• Metamap features: As we mentioned earlier, the clinical text contains the rich

quantity of medical terms and it requires the external medical knowledge system to

detect the medical concepts. Thus, we have used UMLS system through metamap

3https://metamap.nlm.nih.gov/
4http://www.nactem.ac.uk/GENIA/tagger/
5http://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tag.html
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tool to get of crucial features such as semantic group and Concept Unique Identifier

(CUI) of words from clinical texts.

Feature mapping and grouping After generating the features from the training

dataset, to develop an effective training procedure, we first need to extend the labels for the

unannotated dataset. Unlike the general text, the clinical text has the advantage to group

the words based on semantic group from UMLS. Therefore we grouped the features and

words based on the semantic groups from UMLS. We selected 35 predominantly contribut-

ing groups from 133 semantic groups in UMLS. The experimental evaluation of proposed

method for event extraction is well studied in evaluation section 3.4.3 and discussion section

4.5.4 in detail. The following figure 4.4 shows the example of feature mapping based on

semantic group from UMLS.

4.5 Experimental evaluation

The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the efficacy of our developed semi-supervised

framework for temporal event extraction from clinical narratives as stated in the objective.

To conduct the experiment we used the i2b2 annotated data set and supervised model (for

selecting feature set) as a key resources.

4.5.1 Data sets

We obtained the preprocessed and annotated training and testing data from I2B2 tempo-

ral relation challenge organizers. This dataset was prepared based on the I2B2 guidelines

(adopted from TimeML and THYME guidelines) for clinical text [45]. We used this an-

notated dataset for our experiments and evaluations. This annotated dataset consists of

training data (180 annotated records from the I2B2 temporal relations shared task, which

contains nearly 10,000 sentences) and testing data (120 annotated records from the I2B2

with ground-truth labels). To develop a semi-supervised framework for temporal event ex-
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Figure 4.4: Example of feature mapping based on semantic group from UMLS.
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traction, we have added unannotated training data (900 unannotated records from I2B2

medication and relations shared task, which contains more than 85,000 sentences) along

with the above annotated dataset.

Our experiments consist 180 annotated records of training set and 120 annotated

records of testing set. The training set contains 16468, 2368 and 33660 temporal events,

expressions and relations, respectively. The testing set includes 13594, 1820 and 27530

temporal events, expressions and relations, respectively. For unannotated dataset, we used

2010-I2B2 relation challenge and 2009-medication extraction data along with annotated

data for temporal event extraction.

4.5.2 Experimental design

In the first stage of the proposed framework, we developed the supervised CRF model

with lexical features consisting of base form, part-of-speech tags, chunking and BIO-events

(beginning of event, inside of event, outside of event) as a target label for temporal event

extraction which is considered baseline model. To improve the accuracy, we incorporated

the domain knowledge by exploiting UMLS through metathesaurus tool. Metamap CUI and

semantic group features from UMLS helps to improve the performance for event extraction

task as the result shown in Table 4.2. In the second stage of semi-supervised framework, we

trained our semi-CRF model with the above mentioned features on the I2B2 training set

and unannotated dataset. Finally, we evaluated our model with the I2B2 testing dataset

for temporal event extraction.

Evaluation metrics

We evaluated our developed models with three measures, which are Precision, Recall and

F-measure as given by:

Precision =
|System.Output ∩Annotated.Corpus|

|System.Output|
(4.1)
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Recall =
|System.Output ∩Annotated.Corpus|

|Annotated.Corpus|
(4.2)

F −measure = 2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

. (4.3)

4.5.3 Experiment results

The results of our proposed approach for temporal events extraction on I2B2 testing set is

presented below in Table 4.2.

Events Precision Recall F-measure

Baseline 69.7 78.1 73.66

Stage I CRF (run1 ) 85.27 72.53 78.39

Stage I CRF (run2) 85.52 77.56 81.34

Stage II Semi-CRF (run3) 86.41 82.25 84.21

Stage II Semi-CRF (run4) 91.56 88.14 89.76

Stage II Semi-CRF (run5) 91.68 88.36 89.98

Top performing system from I2B2 [18] 93.74 86.79 90.13

Table 4.2: Evaluation results of temporal event extraction.

The proposed method of temporal expression extraction with added new feature

set achieved F-measure of 79.95, which is relatively better than HeidelTime system. The

precision increased considerably, whereas recall did not have much difference. Therefore,

the overall performance has slight improvement compared to HeidelTime system as shown

in Table 3.3.

To develop the semi-supervised method, we applied the K-means clustering algo-

rithm on the unannotated dataset to select the rich data. In this process, we obtained 30

clusters and selected 30 records per each clusters. Finally we obtained 900 sparse unan-
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notated training records with rich temporal information. From this 900 records, we used

300 records initially for training for the event extraction model. Consequently, the size of

annotated data is increased from unannotated data, whereas unannotated data is added

spirally from the selected unannotated records. Finally we checked the stability of our de-

veloped event extraction model with the testing data.Table 4.3 summarizes the different

combination of feature sets in experimental settings and evaluated systems for temporal

event extraction with number of training records.

Lexical Syntactic UMLS Data selection No of records

Baseline • 180

CRF (run1) • • 180

CRF (run2) • • • 180

SemiCRF(run3) • • • Random selection 300

SemiCRF(run4) • • • K-means clustering 500

SemiCRF(run5) • • • K-means clustering 900

Table 4.3: Experimental settings for temporal event extraction and evaluation.

The proposed semi-supervised framework for temporal event extraction with K-

means data selection method achieved F-measure of 89.76. This result is almost closer to

the top performing system based on hybrid approach [18], which is shown in Table 4.2.

Due to the unannotated dataset addition to the annotated data in the semi-supervised

CRF model, it shows a significant improvement in Precision, Recall and F-measure. Apart

from the accuracy and performance from the testing dataset, we evaluated the stability and

reliability of the developed model by applying on the testing dataset as shown in figure 4.5.

Our approach is flexible regarding addition of unannotated training data, and the corpus size

can be easily increased. Subsequently, reducing time and effort increases the accuracy and

stability of the system. Finally, we accomplished our objective in automatically annotating

the unannotated clinical narratives with temporal events, which reduces time, cost and

manual effort.
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Figure 4.5: Performance of temporal event extraction from proposed semi-supervised

CRF model (a) Random selection and (b) K-means clustering.

4.5.4 Error analysis

• Lack of annotated dataset (unseen events not always coinciding with annotated text,

unknown abbreviations (SBE, URI, TPN, CK, etc.)) is a leading reason for less

performance in event detection. We focus on to develop stage II of semi-supervised

framework with utilization of unlabeled dataset to address this problem.

• Our system identified some of the events partially as some symptoms and disease

name are very long. For example, “connected up with social services”, “infarct of
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the cerebellar hemispheres bilaterally , the right occipital lobe , the right thalamus

and bilateral pons”. Our method could identify this type events partially, which

subsequently affected the performance.

The size of the annotated dataset is small and it could not cover all possible events

compared to vast amount of unannotated clinical narratives available. Also, some of the

events are very long and it is difficult to identify them effectively by using CRF.

The above limitations we was overcome by processing unannotated data in Stage

II of our method. This proposed approach helps to significantly improve the performance.

In stage II, we utilized the K-means clustering algorithm for data selection and introduced

feature mapping to extend the labels for unannotated training data.

We have carried out our experiment with an increasing number of training records

and iterations. The performances of existing supervised methods is normally affected by

new testing data as the number of annotated data is limited, while our proposed method

allows gradual addition of unannotated data which helps to identify new events effectively.

Therefore the performance of event extraction is steadily increasing in each step. More-

over, the precision is increased slightly and the recall is increased significantly due to the

contribution of unannotated clinical text as shown in Table 4.2. From this we concluded

that unannotated data contributed to increase the accuracy of temporal event detection as

expected. We planned to use CRFs with word embeddings as in [105] to extract very long

events in future.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented semi-supervised framework for the temporal event ex-

traction in clinical narratives. The novel framework was developed for the semi-supervised

approach to extract temporal events from the rich unannotated text by extending anno-

tated corpora. The proposed method has two stages to achieve the semi-supervised frame
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work. In stage I, we developed CRFs model on I2B2 annotated data with various features

set. From this we have chosen the best feature set for temporal event extraction for next

stage. In the second stage, besides using annotated data, we utilized the simple K-means

clustering algorithm to select the rich and sparse data from abundant unannotated data.

We reported the achieved results for event extraction from stage I and stage II.

We also witnessed the strong and steady improvement in event extraction accuracy in semi-

supervised framework. Compared to the baseline system, performance and stability of the

semi-supervised method for event extraction is significantly increased due to utilization of

unannotated data, our novel assumption, incorporation of concept unique identifier and

semantic group features from UMLS. In stage II, we extended the unannotated data by

feature mapping and trained the semi-supervised CRF. In this work we proved that the

influence of unannotated clinical text helps to improve the accuracy of temporal event

extraction significantly. In our future work, we plan to investigate the expansion of lexical

features set by using medical dictionary and semantic ontologies for event extraction.
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Chapter 5

Temporal Relation Detection

This chapter first introduces the notion of time in clinical natural language text and how

it plays the major role in ordering the events. Next part discusses about the current status

of temporal relation classification in clinical narratives and our objective. Our objective

consists of two steps: candidate pair’s generation and temporal relation classification. Im-

mediately we proposed a method for candidate pair’s generation and temporal relation clas-

sification. Also we established the experimental evaluation with available annotated corpora

and conducted the detailed analysis on obtained results. Finally, we provided summary and

contributions of this chapter and future research works respectively.

With increasing importance and exploitation of unstructured clinical narratives

from electronic medical records(EMRs), one of the key thing is to order the clinical events

with clinical time-line. Basically, the clinical observation of a patient details are used to

be noted chronologically in nurse narrative, doctor notes and discharge summary. Learning

temporal relations from clinical narratives key for temporal reasoning and representation.

However understanding and identifying this implicit temporal order of the events and/or

expressions is very ambiguous and crucial task in clinical domain. Let us consider the follow-

ing sentence for understanding the importance of learning temproal relations for temporal
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reasoning:

“The patient was discharged home on postoperative day six with stable condition

and excellent pancreas graft function.”

This sentence apparently discusses a change in a patient’s health status and the

response that was taken by the hospital. In order to represent this response chronologically

as it happened, several steps are necessary. First and foremost extraction of all the temporal

expressions and it should grounded on a timeline. Second, all the available medical events

from the sentence must be noted. Finally, the relationship between the extracted events

and/or temporal expressions should identified in order to generate the timeline on the above

sentence.

5.1 Temporal relations in clinical narratives

The definition of a temporal relationship is the timing between a factor and an outcome

which can be used to assign causality to a relationship. In the medical context, a temporal

relationship between a triggering event and an illness is medically acceptable if the time

frame between the event and illness would reasonably support the conclusion that the event

caused the illness. These relations exist between events and/or expressions for the reason to

allow us to arrange and order the all the available events and/or expressions accurately on a

chronological order as it happened in patient medical history. In the newswire domain, tense

and aspect are often used as a key features to temporally order events and/or expressions.

But, most the sentences in the clinical narratives are written in the past tense and many

clinical events are noun phrases. Therefore, tense becomes a less informative and important

feature in clinical narratives.

To annotate the temporal relations in clinical narratives, various interval logic

has been proposed in past temporal reasoning history. Allen’s proposed the interval-based

temporal logic for defining the relationship between two events [106]. In contrast to the

interval temporal reasoning, a point of time reasoning has been proposed by Marc Vilain
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and Henry Kautz [107]. Among these representations, Allens interval logic is more suitable

for representing the events and expressions from clinical text with clinical timeline [11],[43].

In Allens interval logic, there are 13 kinds of relations is shown in figure 5.1. From this

relation types, at least one typical type of relationship should exist between a pair of event

or expressions.

According to the I2B2 annotation guidelines and annotated corpora, In this work,

we have used three relationships (AFTER, BEFORE and OVERLAP) between pairs of

event or expressions among 13 types of relations.

TLink tag is used to annotate temporal relations between events and/ or expres-

sions. The temporal relations are annotated based on Allens interval algebra as explained in

figure 5.1 and used for our experiments. For example: the annotation of temporal relation

on following sentence “The patient was admitted with type 1 diabetes mellitus who is four

months post cadaveric kidney transplantation and now good graft function” would be:

<EVENT1=type 1 diabetes mellitus | EVENT2=postcadaveric kidney transplan-

tation | Tlink-type=OVERLAP >

<EVENT2=postcadaveric kidney transplantation | TIMEX3=four months | Tlink-

type=AFTER >

<EVENT2=postcadaveric kidney transplantation | EVENT3=good graft func-

tion | Tlink-type=OVERLAP >

In this example, EVENT2 is overlapping with EVENT1 and EVENT3, at the

same time AFTER the Temporal expressions TIMEX3.
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Figure 5.1: Allen’s temporal relations
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5.2 Background of temporal relation identification

and classification

Though the temporal relation identification and classification is well-studied in non-clinical

settings, classify the temporal relations in clinical text is a key significant, yet nontrivial

task, in order to arrange the clinical events according to time stamp [9]. However temporal

relation classification is not possible without generating candidate pairs from extracted

events from raw clinical text. Therefore in this section, we would like to discuss about the

candidate pairs generation from raw clinical narratives.

Various candidate generation and temporal relation classification approach have

been attempted the existing studies. The best performing system for temporal relation

classification is achieved 69.43 in I2B2 temporal relations challenge [18]. They implemented

CRF++, LIBLINEAR of SVMs for temporal relation classification. The hybrid method

classified the relations successfully and performed top of the submitted results in I2B2

temporal relations challenge. On the other hand [7] used Naive Bayesian classifier to classify

temporal relations in TimeBank Corpus. Though we have various candidate pairs generation

Chang et.al developed the hybrid system which consist of rule-based and Maximum Entropy

(ME) based approach to generate the candidate pairs [68]. Finally proposed the algorithm

to integrate the candidate pairs from both the approach. Even though they have developed

candidate generation algorithm by using using machine learning algorithm, the processing

steps are not very transparent and developing rules for each category by analyzing the

clinical narratives is very ambiguous and time taking.

In contrast to the previous work, Tang et.al addressed the candidate generation

problem with formulated hypothesis based on dependency parsing approach [18]. In this

study, they have used different strategies for each category of temporal relations (relation

between events and section times, intra-sentence and inter-sentence). The hypothesis and

approach used to generate the candidate pairs for inter-sentence temporal relation classifier

is not effectively capturing some potential candidate pairs. Therefore we proposed new hy-
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pothesis for this section to generate the candidate pairs. We implemented both LIBLINEAR

SVM classification and Naive Bayesian classifier to classify temporal relations from clinical

narratives using gold annotated I2B2 dataset and obtained results. Finally we conferred

the best results from these two algorithms, (i.e.) Naive Bayesian provides the better results

than LIBLINEAR classification.

5.3 Proposed method for temporal relations de-

tection and classification in clinical narratives

Detection of temporal relation between a pair of events/expressions or events/events is

very significant in temporal ordering of the clinical events in timeline and the medical

applications [14]. Moreover, relation detection is considered as a classification problem

in temporal relation annotated corpus. Therefore, many relation classification approaches

have been proposed with the available temporal relation annotated corpora in the existing

studies [68].

In this work, we have classified three relationships (AFTER, BEFORE and OVER-

LAP) between pairs of event or expressions among 13 types of relations.

The proposed approach for temporal relation extraction consists of two tasks.

They are:

• Generating candidate pairs from extracted temporal events and expressions,

• Classifying the temporal relationship between the pair of events/expressions.

Figure 5.2 shows these two tasks of candidate pairs generation and temporal

relation classification in a graphical representation.
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Figure 5.2: Framework for temporal relation classification
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5.3.1 Candidate pairs generation

Candidate pair generation from the list of extracted events and expressions is a fundamental

task for temporal relation classification. In our proposed approach, we have devised a new

hypothesis for candidate pair generation based on the attributes of events and expressions

along with the dependency parsing approach. In the proposed assumption, the temporal

relationship exist between events or expressions that has an event types (PROBLEM, TEST,

TREATMENT, EVIDENTIAL, DATE) in a sentence as shown below. The event type is

identified and classified based on domain knowledge system in UMLS and HeidelTime. If the

mixture of event types is in a sentence, it is considered the candidate pairs. The following

hypothesis formulated based on our heuristic analysis:

a) PROBLEM,PROBLEM

b) PROBLEM and PROBLEM

c) PROBLEM and DATE

d) TREATMENT of PROBLEM or TREATMENT for PROBLEM

e) TEST for PROBLEM

f) EVIDENTIAL from TEST

g) TREATMENT and DATE

h) EVIDENTIAL and DATE

The following example sentences explain the mixture of event/ expression types

as explained in the above hypothesis:

1. The patient diabetes mellitus has been complicated by retinopathy, nephropa-

thy and peripheral neuropathy (assumption a, b).

2. The report shows that the patient takes 14 units of NPH insulin to control blood

sugar twice a day (assumption c, d, g, h).
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Figure 5.3: An example of candidate pair generation for intra-sentence temporal

relation classification.
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Figure 5.4: An example of candidate pair generation for inter-sentence and section-

cross temporal relation classification (Highlighted the pairs generated by proposed

hypothesis).

3. Oral glucose tolerance tests show that the patient has type 1 diabetes (as-

sumption e, f).

We adopted the dependency parsing strategy as explained in [18] to generate the

candidate pairs from the list of events and expressions. However, this approach is unable to

discover all possible candidate pairs. Therefore, along with existing approaches, we come

up with the above newly formulated assumption to discover the potential candidate pairs

as shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. Finally, we integrated the candidate pairs from both

approaches and eliminate duplicates. This method helps to discover almost all possible

candidate pairs from clinical narratives. After successfully generating the candidate pairs

with target labels from annotated dataset, we move to the temporal relation classification

task. This classifier model subsequently improves the performances for inter-sentences, intra

sentences and section-cross classifiers.
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5.3.2 Temporal relation classification

We have exploited Naive Bayes Classifier from Weka toolkit1 to train the classifier for tem-

poral relation classification. In this approach, we are estimating the probability distribution

of label for the unknown candidate pairs f : X → Y or equally P(Y|X). In other words, X

=
{
X1, X2, X3...Xn

}
denotes the features of raw clinical text and Y denotes the label of

temporal relationship between the candidate pairs. This is the best way of developing the

classifier model P(Y|X) to exploit the training data to estimate the P(X | Y) and P(Y).

The proposed framework for temporal relation classification is shown in figure 5.2. The

below steps are followed to train the classifiers and estimate probability distribution for

predicting unknown label in intra-sentence, inter-sentence and section cross relationships of

our proposed method.

1. Step 1: Preprocessing the training and testing data

2. Step 2: Generating feature set consisting of dependency related features, position

information, time-related features, event related features and distance between two

events/expressions for three different classifiers (inter-sentence, intra-sentence and

section-cross)

3. Step 3: Training the classifier models using Naive Bayesian Classifier with the pre-

pared training data

4. Step 4: Estimating the probability distribution for training data using developed

model

5. Step 5: Evaluating the established classifier models with the test run data for inter-

sentence, intra-sentence and section-cross relationships.

Let us consider the following sentence in clinical narrative from Figure 1 pro-

cessed through our proposed classification method : “The patient was admitted with type 1

1http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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diabetes mellitus who is four months post cadaveric kidney transplantation and now good

graft function”.

As a result, we obtain the following output: <EVENT1=type 1 diabetes mellitus | EVENT2=postcadaveric

kidney transplantation | Temporal relation=OVERLAP >

<EVENT2=postcadaveric kidney transplantation | TIMEX3=four months | Tem-

poral relation=AFTER >

<EVENT2=postcadaveric kidney transplantation | EVENT3=good graft func-

tion | Temporal relation=OVERLAP >

After the achieving of generated features, Temporal relation classification experi-

ment was carried out with the intra-sentence, inter- sentence and section-cross relations to

obtain the baseline result and the best results on the generated candidate pairs. We trained

our proposed Naive Bayes classifiers and LIBLINEAR SVM classifier on candidate pairs

generated by dependency parsing approach and candidate pairs generated by proposed hy-

pothesis. The obtained results clearly show the improvement in accuracy of classification

in relation classification from clinical narratives. The experimental results of our proposed

method for temporal relation classification is discussed in the evaluation section 3.4.3 and

discussion section 5.4.3 in detail.

5.4 Experimental evaluation

The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the efficacy of our proposed method for tem-

poral relation identification and classification from clinical narratives with Naive Bayesian

classifier as stated in the objective. To conduct the experiment we used the i2b2 annotated

data set as a key resource.
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5.4.1 Evaluation metrics

As explained in previous chapters, we evaluated our developed models with three measures,

which are Precision, Recall and F-measure as given by:

Precision =
|System.Output ∩Annotated.Corpus|

|System.Output|
(5.1)

Recall =
|System.Output ∩Annotated.Corpus|

|Annotated.Corpus|
(5.2)

F −measure = 2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

. (5.3)

5.4.2 Experimental results

Temporal relations Precision Recall F-measure

Baseline (SVM) 71.42 39.54 50.90

Dependency - SVM (Overall) 77.17 50.32 60.91

Dependency + Hypothesis - SVM (Overall) 81.43 53.75 64.76

Baseline (Naive Bayes) 83.39 32.54 46.81

Naive Bayes (Intra-sentence) 74.4 75.6 74.2

Naive Bayes (Inter-sentence) 66.3 66.4 66.34

Naive Bayes (Section-cross) 69.2 72.4 70.7

Dependency - Naive Bayes (Overall) 67.12 63.76 65.39

Dependency + Hypothesis-Naive Bayes (Overall) 66.8 68.4 67.1

Table 5.1: Evaluation results of temporal relation classification

We initially developed and evaluated the baseline model using gold standard anno-

tated data of temporal relations. From Table 5.1, We can notice the improved performance
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of temporal relation classification with 3 different classifiers results (inter-sentence, intra-

sentence and section-cross). Moreover, overall F-measure of temporal relation classification

is increased from 46.81 to 67.1. From these results, it can be understood that fluctuating

recall and biased precision are affecting the classification performance. However, the recall

of proposed method has increased drastically from baseline model and biased precision has

stabilized. These effects are due to incorporation of effective candidate pairs generation

hypothesis from our proposed method.

5.4.3 Error analysis

Though the proposed method could improve the performance of temporal relation classifi-

cation (precision and recall), still it has a room for improvement on generating candidate

pairs. Since some of the pairs generated by our proposed approach does not have any re-

lationships. Hence, in the future, we plan to focus on finding new strategies for candidate

pairs generation and subsequently improve the precision, recall and f-measure of temporal

relation classification.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented hybrid approach with a novel assumption on candi-

date pairs generation and Naive Bayesian classification for temporal relation detection and

classification. Understanding the temporal relationship between events consist of temporal

boundaries covered by the explicit and implicit expressions. We formulated a new assump-

tion on generating and identifying the potential candidate pairs from list of temporal events

or expressions that can appropriately relate events/expressions in clinical narratives based

on their attributes. Moreover, to address the problem of temporal relation detection, we

exploited Naive Bayesian Classifier to detect the temporal relationship among the identified

pair’s. The effective candidate pair’s generation helps to improve the relation classification

performance.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and future research

This chapter provides the overall summery, contribution and conclusion of our thesis. Also

we discussed about our future research works to exploit the extracted temporal information

on developing applications.

Due to the large availability and ambiguity of temporal information in clinical

narratives, computers have difficulties in temporal reasoning and extracting temporal in-

formation from EMRs automatically. We aim to support on reconstructing the clinical

narratives from patient records with structured representation of temporal information for

further processing by machines such as temporal reasoning and visualizations. Temporal

Information extraction over the clinical text is an active area for the past several years.

Current research trend implies a promising future applications of temporal information

extraction in the clinical text and its exploitation in medical care.

In this dissertation, we presented three tasks for the temporal information extrac-

tion in clinical narratives as such for temporal expressions, temporal events and temporal

relations as stated in the objective.

In chapter 3, temporal expressions recognition in clinical narratives, A novel fea-

ture set has been proposed to address the problem of temporal expressions extraction. Our
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proposed framework has feature set from two key components. First set of features are

generated and adopted from HeidelTime system, whereas the second feature set is obtained

from raw clinical narratives that are appropriate for temporal expressions extraction. Ex-

isting methods either having the advantage of HeidelTime or developing rules/ machine

learning models, but not the integrated components of both. Those properties helps to

extract temporal expressions effectively.

In chapter 4, we have presented semi-supervised framework for the temporal event

extraction in clinical narratives. The novel framework was developed for the semi-supervised

approach to extract temporal events from the rich unannotated text by extending annotated

corpora. The proposed method has two stages to achieve the semi-supervised frame work.

Key contribution in this chapter is, besides using annotated data, we utilized the simple

K-means clustering algorithm to select the rich and sparse data from abundant unannotated

data. We reported the achieved results for event extraction from our proposed method. We

also witnessed the strong and steady improvement in event extraction accuracy in semi-

supervised framework. Compared to the baseline system, performance and stability of the

semi-supervised method for event extraction is significantly increased due to utilization of

unannotated data, our novel assumption, incorporation of concept unique identifier and

semantic group features from UMLS. In semi-supervised framework, we extended the unan-

notated data by feature mapping and trained our model. In this work we proved that

the influence of unannotated clinical text helps to improve the accuracy of temporal event

extraction significantly.

In chapter 5, temporal relation identification and classification, we formulated a

novel hypothesis for generating candidate pairs and exploited the Naive Bayes Classifier.

Effectiveness of generated candidate pairs helps to increase the performance of relation

classification between events or expressions. We conferred the achieved results for relations

classification from our proposed approach in a long-winded discussion in section 5.4.2. In

future, we are planning to expand candidate generation heuristics along with the proposed

hypothesis to improve the performance of temporal relation classification.
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